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"Bookkeeping has long been considered the backbone of the
commercial course in high schools." (1) Since this is a business
subject and business is constantly changing bookkeeping has to
change in methods, approaches, and to some extent in content.
The aim of this thesis is to trace these changes through
the various stages of development. Only the high-lights of ad-
vancement in bookkeeping in the various countries can be depicte^.
The brevity of material under some countries shows that that
country only played a small part in the advancement of bookkeep-
ing. I have started with Italy, for there bookkeeping was firstj
developed among the merchants. From Italy I have traced its
development in the Netherlands, England, France, Germany, Ireland,
Scotland, Spain, ana the United States. Although the Italian
|
Pacioli gave us the fundamentals of bookkeeping in 1494, there has
been many changes in it since that time. These changes are due to
the mobilization of business.
It is well to keep in mind that in the instruction of book|t^
keeping today there is more than just the teaching of how to
keep books. It is necessary to teach business principles and
business procedure. The tendencies now in bookkeeping subject
matter and methods are directed not only towards preparing the
pupils for routine office work but also for participation in
business itself,
"The trend today is away from the purely vocational aspect
of the subject not only in the secondary schools but more especi-
(1) Percy, Atlee, "The Bookkeeping Problem in High Schools) p. 1
(2) Ibid p. 6
r
2ally in colleges of canmerce." (2)
The development of bookkeeping in the private schools,
academies, secondary schools, and colleges is presented and an
attempt is made to show how the pupils are given a better apprec
iation of the significance of accounts from the standpoint of
the business man and to have them understand the true function
of bookkeeping as a tool of manipulation and not as an end in
itself.
The progress of the bookkeeping teacher of today and yes- 1
terday is presented in regard to experience, education, and
objectives.
The thesis ends with a thorough investigation of the pro-
gress of bookkeeping machines in the business field of today.

J2-HAPTER I
TES DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKESPING
Accounting is one of the fundamentals of every business.
Without adequate, modern accounting records which show in an
intelligent form the results of each separate activity as well a^
'i
of the business as a whole, modern enterprise would be impossible.
Bookkeeping is thought of as the art of keeping accounts of
record in a regular, concise and accurate manner the business
transactions in a set of books for the purpose. It deals with
each transaction individually and collectively in so far as
individual transactions may be classified in groups of like nat-
ure. The three chief principles of bookkeeping work are:
1. The record should be so explicit and minute
in detail that, at any subsequent time,
the nature and character of the transaction
may be readily perceived without any oral
explanation, even if such were possible.
2. As the leading principle of bookkeeping is
classification, the transactions should
be classified that at any time the total
results of such transactions or any partic-
ular class thereof during any given period,
may be readily ascertained.
3. The system of account keeping should be de-
vised so that the maximum amount of in-
formation may be obtained with the min-
mum of clerical labor. (1)
Accounting on the other hand is a general term which includes
bookkeeping, auditing, system building, etc., in the same way
as the term Mathematics includes arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, etc. It is the science which treats of the proper
recording, classification, presentation, and interpretation of
the financial facts relating to a business enterprise. Bookkeepr
(1) Alexander Hamilton Institution, Vol. 9 "Accounting Principles"
e
ing is that part of accounting which relates to the recording
of the transactions. It is hard to tell just where bookkeeping
ends and accounting begins, (1)
#
(1) Barker, James, "20th Century Bookkeeping and Account ing'^

CHAPTER LI
EVOLUTION OF SINGLE-GENTRY BOOKKEEPING
Many writers on the history of bookkeeping have tried to
determine the origin of single-entry bookkeeping. One states
that it is "lost in the mists of antiquity,'* and another says
that accounts were kept "long before the year 3000 B.C." (1)
It is thought that the earliest records of transactions
were those relating to the collection of tributes by chieftains.
Dr« James Henry Breasted relates, in his "Ancient Times, A His-
tory of the Early World," that six to seven thousand years ago
a chieftain in the Nile region controlled the irrigating trenches.
The Nile dwellers had to pay him a share of their grain and flax
for the use of this water,
'*Such transactions led to scratching a rude picture of the
basket grain-measure and a number of strokes on the mud wall
of the peasant's hut, indicating the number of measures of grain
he had paid to the chieftain for water rights. The use of these
purely pictorial signs forms the earliest stage in the process
of learning to write." (2)
It is not unnatural to assume that the earliest forms of
government levied tributes or taxes on their subjects. And from
what Dr. Breasted relates as to the manner of recording taxes by
means of pictorial writing, it seems that bookkeeping in one form
or another has gone side by side with government down through
the ages.
H. E. Bentley says to place the origin of single entry as
early as 6000-5000 B. C. would not be unreasonable.
(1) Bentley, H, E., "A Brief Treatise on Accounting" p.l
(2) Ibid p. 2

"Starting with the crudest kind of memorandums of transac-
tions, it must have paralleled advancements in administrative
methods of governments and commerce.
"It was never a science, yet it was the only method of
bookkeeping known until the fourteenth century. Even after a
superior method had been devised, single-entry bookkeeping con-
tinued in quite general use until the middle of the nineteenth
century. It is still used, but not to any extent in business.**(l)

_II —
EVOLUTION OF DQUBLE^BNTRY BOOKKEEPING
The origin of double-entry bookkeeping is placed in Italy
about the middle of the fourteenth century.
"A double-entry ledger was in use in Genoa in 1340, and
the books of the state finacial officials of Genoa for 1340
were kept on a completely developed system of double-entry." (1)
"That system of bookkeeping which has been callea the
Italian method, from the country of its invention, and double en^
try, from the arrangement of its ledger, was known and practised
long anterior to the fourteenth century. The celebrated Fuggers
whose commercial transactions extended all ever Europe, kept
their books by this method; and there is in a private library
at Augsburg a ledger of Anthony Fuggers, bearing date 1419, which
differs but little from those now in use." (2)
I
"Italian bookkeeping is the mode of keeping accounts by way
of double entry, and is so called because it was first used by |
the Lombards, a powerful people of Italy who, subsequent to the
destruction of the Western Empire by the Moslems, became the
chief Bankers and Traders of Europe." (3)
"Savory, in his dictionnaire Commerciale, says that the
Jews first practised Insurance; and the invention of Bills of
Exchange is universally ascribed to this commercial people. Now,
as they were theprincipal Merchants of Italy, when Italian
bookkeeping was first used, it may be fairly presumed that they
had also some share in this invention." (4)
(1) ^oolf, "Hiff^^ry of^ AgODim t ant
s
__anQ^Acc_oun t ancy " p . 11 1
(2) Nixon, James, "Rudiments of Bookkeeping" pp, 30-31
(3) Trotter, Marcus, "Jackson" Bookkeeping" pp, 2-3
(4) KeXX,. PatriC.
"Elements of Boo..eepi„," PP' ^"^
i
8si
The first treatise published on double-entry bookkeeping
was written by Lucas Pacioli, a Franciscan monk of Tuscany,
Italy,
The second writer of a published work on double entry was
a fellow country man of Pacioli, named Giovanni Antonio Taglienti.
He is said to have been much superior to Pacioli's for teaching
purposes,' (1)
CI) Brown, "History of Account i ng" p. llJd
f
9'THAPT^R TV
EVOLUTION OF BOOKKEEPING IN ITALY
Long before the use of figures man designated his simple
•
possessions by collections of pebbles and shells, in which size
or color represented the kind of property* This idea was the
germ of accounts, which was found in Africa, Pacific Islands,
and among varies tribes. (1) The origin of the word "calculate It
can be drawn from here, for the word "calculate" comes from the
Latin word "calculus" meaning pebble.
1
Italy was a great trading country in the fifteenth century;
1 therefore account-keeping or bookkeeping developed here. Venice
]
was a great center of commerce; so there should be no surprise
i
manifested when one learns that this was the birth place of
bookkeeping. The father of bookkeeping was Luca Pacioli, Since
bookkeeping developed in Italy, it carried the name of the "Ital
ian Method." This method has been handed down to us today with
1
1
very few changes. (2)
The honor of publishing the first printed work on bookkeep-
ing belongs to Luca Pacioli. His work appeared at Venice in
1494. A book written by Benedetto Cotrugli, entitled "Delia
mercatura del mercante perfelto" appeared at Venice in 1573.
It is believed to have been in existence in manuscript form
one hundred and fifteen years before it was actually published.
There is a statement at the end of the manuscript saying it was
completed in 1458. If this date can be relied upon, Cotrugli 's
'
work was composed and finished nearly forty years before Pacioli •s
was given to the world. (3)
'(1) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p»5
(2) Woolf , "A History of Accounting" p. Ill
(3) Ibid p. 112

Pacioli was better known by his local name Lucus De Burgo.
The spelling of Pacioli 's name is not actually known* In Brown
'History of Accounting", Brown spelt Pacioli 's name with a fina;
'o", whereas all the authorities he quotes spell it with a
final "i'*. Since he gave no explanationfor doing this and
two of the best researchers on Pacioli, Jager and Kheil, spell
his name with a final "i**, I also shall spell his name thus,
Pacioli was a monk* He passed the greater part of his
life in the city of Venice, a city of merchants. Merchants
received the highest esteem in Italy at this period, Pacioli
said, "It requires more points to make a good merchant than to
make a good doctor or lawyer," (1)
Pacioli book was called "De Computis", The reproduction
of this book in Italian emd translated into English can be
found in Geijsbeek's, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping",
The original book is one of the oldest books ever printed
from loose metal type in Roman letters. The ink used was
vegetable dye ink, is today as black and as fresh as India ink,
after four hundred and twenty years of use and exposure.
It is printed on hand-made rag paper, (2)
This book was divided into four parts: The Memoriale,
The Giornole, and The Quademo (Waste-book, Journal, and Ledger J,
It is interesting to note that Contrugli, whose work was pro-
bably written before Pacioli 's, also spoke of these three books,
and. insisted that all columns of the Memorial should be entered
into the Journal, and from there transferred to the Ledger,
(1) Poster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p. 6
(2) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double- Entry Bookkeeping" p,ll

IThere are four ways in which Pacioli's bookkeeping differs
from ours.
!• There is no separation in the
books of primary entry.
2. All entries are journalized,
especially transfers and
closing entries,
3* Profit and Loss is written up
in a distinctive way.
4. The stock is not treated in the
modern fashion.
These are the only differences between accounting in 1933 and
accounting in 1494. Even the entries themselves were faultless
A few of the technical details have been passed down to us,
such as - a line should be placed after each journal entry; the
date should be written in the center of the page and not at the
side as in the ledger. (1)
Pacioli starts the "De Computis" by saying that three




2. Good Bookkeepers and clerks
3. The keeping of one^s affairs in
good order (2)
The peculiarities in Pacioli's book:
1. The alphabetical index to the ledger • differs
from our system today. The indexing was done
by the first name where ours is indexed by the
last name.
(1) Poster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping** p, 7
(2) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 21

Z» The books were not ruled but had to be ruled
by hand, (The books of the Darien and Comp-
any, kept between 1696 and 1707, are ruled by
hand. The ruling is identical with the ruling
of books today.)
3* They only balanced the books when a new
ledger was begun. (1)
Throughout the book many sayings were inserted to break
the stereotype set up of a textbook and also to arouse interest
Example of insertions:
"The merchant is like a rooster, which of all animals
is the most alert, and in winter and summer keeps
his vigils and never rests.'*
•The law helps those that are awake - not those that
sleep." (2)
In the fifteenth century there was still much to learn in
bookkeeping in the technicalities of balancing. In all other
respects the "Method of Venice" was developed to a state which
exactly met the requirements of the period. Thus, it is not
unnatural that the treatise should become a standard. (3)
The writers who have followed after Pacioll have given
full illustrations of the Journal and Ledger, but have rather
neglected to explain the "whys" and "wherefores" of the details
upon which Pacioli has laid so much stress. They have taken them
as matter of fact rather then as fundamental principles. (4)
In the middle ages there was no fixed or uniform coinage,
each small state or republic issued its own coins. Hence, they
were "as varied as the pebbles on the beach." In addition to
this variegation of coinage, clipping and debasing of the coin
was at this period so common a practice that a merchant's books
)
(1) Poster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping** p. 7
f?^ ur^^^f^®®^» "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p p. 27
(a{ History of Accounting'^ p. lis(4) Hallan*s





would have been in a hopeless muddle had not steps been taken
to reduce all entries to come fixed monetary unit. This was
secured by the process of transferring entires from the Memorial
to the Journal, which is explained through Pacioli's book*
jj
In the ledger all debtors and creditors were to be entered
in alphabetical order. In here Pacioli stated that for every
debit entry in the ledger there must be a corresponding credit,
'
and vice versa. This showed that the system of double entry
was establishing itself in Italy. The Profit and Loss Account
of Pacioli was posted up at the end of each enterprise, and not
j
at the close of the year. (1)
The development of bookkeeping during the next century
consisted of little less then registering the progress of th^
"De Computis** through the various countries of Europe. During
this time classic learning was going under the Renaissance
period. It is an interesting feature that the beginnings of
modern commerce should have given rise to an institution which
we may describe as a **Commercial Academy.
Then came a book which would be more useful in a class- I
room than the "De Computis." Its author was Giovanni Antonio
|
Tagliente. This book is important for its illustrations and its
adaptibility for instruction. The idea was soon followed and
improved upon. (2)
There is in the Library of the Institution of Chartered I
Accountants a second work by Tagliente which is extremely rare.
This does not appear to be as well known as the first one referred
to# This treatise, unlike the former, was intended for the small
(1) Woolf , "AHi story of Accounting" p. 115 j




retail trader* It was published in 1525, but was much simpler
than the first, a rule being stated at the top of each page,
and an example being given ^ the bottom, Tagliente's method
was simpler than Pacioli's and the use of illustrations makes
it clearer. (1)
The next person of prominence in the bookkeeping field
was Manzoni, who published a book forty years after Pacioli,
which was almost identical with his. There was one progressive
change which he made that is to use the Journal for transferring
accounts and numbering the journal entries. (2) Although he
copied whole chapters word for word from Pacioli, he was clearerl,
more brief, and more systematic. (3)
He gave no balances but remarked that in his opinion the 1
ledger should be balanced at the end of every one, two, three,
or four years, Mfiuizoni's treatise gave about three hundred
illustrations in the Journal and ledger, which added to the
clarification of material.
In 1534 there appeared a book called II Nuovo Lune," by
Giovanni Sfortunati of Siena. In the preface he tells how he
has taught arithmetic in several schools in Italy and Sicily,
^is work is very practical and previous mistakes have been
corrected.
In the Library of the Institute of Chartered Accountants,
there are two interesting pamphlets on bookkeeping. One was
published at Venice in 1539; the date on the other one is not
known but it is presumed to be published around that time. They
Ti) Woolf, "AHistory of Accounting** p.ll4"°^
(2) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p, 7
(3) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 11












were the first works published for school children. This gives
proof that bookkeeping in the early sixteenth century was being
studied in the schools. |
In 1539 there appeared in Milan an interesting book entitled
"Practica Arithmetice" by Givolanno Cardano, who was a cele-
brated Milanese physician. The author called attention in this
work to certain mathematical errors of Pacioli, and in one chap-il
ter gave an excellent account of the way in which books should
be kept.
In 1558 Alvise Casanova published at Venice his "Speechio
Lucidissimo.** Casanova was a teacher of bookkeeping and an
official accountant to the Venetian Republic. His treatise,
however, is merely a copy of Pacioli. (1)
In the sixteenth century Don Angelo Pietra, a monk of Genoa,
adapted commercial bookkeeping to the requirements of monasteries.
His book was published at Mantua in 1588 and was inscribed to
the Congregation of Cassino, which was one of the most important
of the Benedictine Congregations in Italy.
Pietra* s work here was very complete. He not only has lists
of magazines, etc., which were in the monastery but also strikes
a profit of a farm connected with the monastery. A value was
placed on the growing crops, and the expenditure of seeds and
manure for the following year's harvest was carefully calculated. (2)
Ludovico Plori, a monk of Palerno, in his "Libro Doppio
Domestic," which appeared at his native town in 1636, followed
the example of Pietra, and applied double entry to the keeping
CD Woolf , "A History of Accounting" p. 123








Of private or household accounts, as opposed to business accounts.
The publications of these works were bound to make the "Italian
Method" of bookkeeping known throughout Europe. (1)
Young men who intended to become merchants came to Italy.
Here they would acquire a knowledge of commerce which could not
be obtained in the same degree elsewhere, (2)
In 1632 there appeared in Bologna a work on bookkeeping
written by Matteo Mainardi. It is somewhat remarkable in that
it attempts to describe not only a system for the merchants,
but also one for executors and trustees. (3)
Bookkeeping developed rapidly during the following centuries
In the nineteenth century Italy stands out again in prominence
A theory called "logismography" was developed by Joseph Cerboni,
an accountant-general to the Italian Government. According to
Cerboni we must distinguish two groups of accounts connected
with every day business:
1, The accounts relating to the proprietor
of a business
2. The accounts relating to the debtors and
creditors
The method adds nothing to accuracy but makes the most
minute subdivisions possible. This factor is important in
modern business, for in large business concerns the bookkeeping
is done by many people not just one; thus subdivisions are an
important factor,
Luca Pacioli gave the principles which have stood the test
of time and use. They will regulate bookkeeping for all ages--
(1) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 126
(2) Ibid p. 127




he has given the foundation for bookkeeping— "For every debit
there must be a credit*** (1)
As business developed there was great calling for trained
bookkeepers. Hence, there was need for courses to be put in the
schools. The first school to put bookkeeping courses in its
curriculum was the Commercial Academy of Prague, which was estab
lished in 1831, The course was called "Mercantile Correspondenc
and Bookkeeping" and was given in the second year--four hours a
week. It covered the following points;
1. The finding of mistakes
2. Bookkeeping of business transactions
3. Bookkeeping of merchants
4. Bookkeeping for banks
Early in 1856 B. W. Chiligs, a manufacturer, made a motion
in the Chamber of Commerce and Trade to establish a general
mercantile institution. From this motion came the Vienna
Commercial Academy. The bookkeeping course was taught in the
first year for only two hours a week. In this academy, as was
proper for professional schools at that time, there was an
intimate connection with practical life. The pupils under the
direction of the iniructors would make periodical visits to
public collections, industrial establishments, and great com-
mercial centers of the Orient.
In May 1872 the Academy was reorganized and called "The
Commercial High School." In June 1872 the "Commercial Inter-
mediate School of Commerce," was approved. Bookkeeping and
e









Correspondence were given together in the third year--four hours
a week. (1)





The bookkeeping instruction came under the division of
transporting. It was taught under the courses of bookkeeping:
Theoretical—four hours a week, and bookkeeping: Pract ical--six
hours a week where work was carried on in a mercantile or manu-
facturing business.
Later a one year course for the graduates of the Gymnasia
and Real schools was offered. "Bookkeeping and Correspondence"
course was given six hours a week. In this bookkeeping course
there were exact explanations and detailed illustrations of
form, arrangement, and subject matter. Following this, a copy
of accounts in merchandising for commerce, joint accounting in
mercantile and bank businesses, and accounting and balancing
for ordinary partnerships were taught. (2)
(1) United Stebes Bureau of Education 1895/6 vol. Ipp. 21-23





In the fifteenth century the Dutch were great shipbuilders
and navigators and for many years controlled the supremacy of the
seas. Because of their reputation as good, careful, and honest
tradesmen, their trade was sought far and wide. The Italian
cities, however, through their favorable geographic position with
the eastern empire, had become the world's leaders in commerce.
The Dutch people were, therefore, forced to trade with the ^
Italian republics until the discovery in 1498, of an ocean rout©
||
to the eastern continents. Hereafter, the center of commerce was
shifted from Venice to Holland* (1)
Because of this former prominency of the Italian states,
Dutch bookkeeping was largely influenced by the more advanced
Italian Method, Many of the Dutch writers on bookkeeping copied
Pacioli verbatim.
The first Dutch work in this field was done by Jan Ympn
3hristoffels , a merchant at Antwerp, and was called "Niewe
[nstructie Ende Bewigs der lo effeljeker Consten des Rekeiboceks
snde Rekeuingle te handene nas die Italianensahe manire, &c .
"
3e did not live to see his book 3)rinted. Ghristoffels • s wife
published this book and also translated it into French in 1543,
the same year that the original edition appeared. The English
irersion dia not appear until 1547. (2)
Ghristoffels had traveled a great deal, and had spent
twelve years at Venice. This long stay accounts somewhat for
the similarity of his work to that of the Italians.
CD Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 130
(2) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p. 11

In his book he erroneously speaks of Lucas de Bargo, (mean
ing Lucas de Burgo) who was the first person to publish work
on bookkeeping. It is very interesting to note that by some
manner this erroneous name from his book made its way into Engv
land and certain of our books will be found to have the name
Lucas de Bargo instead of Lucus de Burgo or Lucus Pacioli, which
factor shows that English bookkeeping was influenced by the
Dutch works of Christoffels,
Christoffels had followed Pacioli book slavishly. In fact
pai'ts of it were copied almost verbatim, A few deviations,
however, are important to mention, Pacioli speaks about the
two divisions of his book, one covering inventory and the other
disposition." He is somewhat vague in explaining this latter
term, Christoffels says that-»" 'disposition* is the establish-
ment, systematizing, and execution of the current and customary
as well as the extraordinary affairs of business," (1) He en-
larges on the terms "cash" and "capital" more than Pacioli does.
He also recommends a Petty Expense Book for small expenses in
business, which is an important book today in bookkeeping.
Like Pacioli, Christoffels permits no erasures. He asks a line
to be drawn through the wrong amount; also this is to give proof
of what the error consists. He demands that explanations to
the journal entries be so clear that anybody may understand the
transactions as recorded, (This point is greatly stressed to-
day.)
Christoffels uses no ledger headings and shows but one
(1) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 11

21
column in the journal. He uses Roman figures in all money
columns in both ledger and journal.
This book has shown likenesses to our modern bookkeeping
more than others so far have. Periodical balances are still of
irregular occurrence, for the merchant was told to take stock
every year, or at the end of two, three, or four years.
The piety in this book becomes almost obtrusive. At the
commencement of the journal, for instance, the following prayer
is entered: "May God our merciful Saviour vouch safe me Grace
to make a profit and preserve me from all bad fortune." '.Vhen
the balance on the Profit and Loss Account eventually comes out
on the right side the acknowledgements to the Giver are not omitt
ted. Right across the page is written in large letters—"Honor
and praise to the Almighty God, who has granted me these things." (1)
In 1573 Michiel Coiguet produced at Antwerp a Dutch work on
bookkeeping, which, like those of Pietra and Flori, treats the
,1
accounts of the monasteries.
In 1688 Micdaus Petro published a book at Amsterdam, deal-j
ing with Arithmetic and Geometry as well as bookkeeping, in
this book a periodical trial balance was insisted on, which was
an advantage over previous works, he also insisted on the
grouping of items in the journal. He introduced an "Expense
|
Book" which was a step in the direction of a separation of books
of first entry. (2)
After all the imitators of Pacioli, it is good to discover^
a writer who shows a certain amount of originality in his work—,
(1) Associated Accountants Journal, "History of Bookkeeping" by
Eldridge, October 1911 p. 184
(2) Ibid p. 185

22
this writer is Simson Stevin.
Simson Stevin, who ranks with Pacioli in composing a
treatise on bookkeeping, was born at Bruges in 1548. (1) Simson
Stevin served his apprenticeship in a mercantile office in
Antwerp, where he learned bookkeeping, Stevin was a prolific
writer on many varied subjects. He wrote about the art of war ob
land as well as on sea, about the construction of buildings,
||
residences, fortifications, about water mills, the art of singing,
the art of oratory, etc. Geijsbeek considers Stevin, to be one i
of the first men, of whom we have a record, as performing duties^
equal to those of a modern accountant,
Stevin was always called in to settle disputes between
partners, and audited numerous mercantile books. He traveled
extensively through England, France, Germany, Italy, Denmark,
and Belgium in order to appear before courts to give testimony
in the settlement of financial affairs.
Geijsbeek says--"Jager
,
Kheil, and Row Fogo through Brown
ridicule to a considerable extent the old writers on bookkeeping—
instead of describing the worthy things about them and marvel-
ing at their accuracy and ingenuity* Especially do they harangue
about Stevin's Latin, but overlook entirely the many worthy
suggestions from Stevin' s inventive genius." Brown also rid-
icules Stevin* s treatise for his endeavor to put municipal
accounts on the double-entry system.
Geijsbeek says— "Stevin* s treatise on municipal accounting
is judged only by the absence of illustrations, but no credit
(1) Woolf , "A History of Accounting*^ p. 129
•
is given him for the ingenious device he mentions and which we
now call internal checks." (1)
Stevin's occasion for writing his book on bookkeeping,
which he entitled "Hypomencata Mathematical (mathematical trad-
\
itions) was the course of instruction he gave to the Prince of
j
Orange. This book was written in two volumes, and only Part II
deals with bookkeeping. His bookkeeping was after the Italian
&tyle. (2)
Stevin apologizes for the use of terms in foreign languages
such as debit, credit, journal, finance, etc. but said they
^Irere necessary because if he used Dutch terms the bookkeepers
»Guld not understand what he was writing about. (3) He argues
or double-entry bookkeeping. He claims that was what the Prince
i
6f Orange used and said that merchants are far more subject to
ii
fraud than Princes.
Some of the features in his book--The journal entries were
systematically grouped and whenever practicable only the totals i
i|ere shown in the ledger. Another feature was the journalizing '
of cash in daily totals and the journalizing of petty expenses.
In the ledger the Profit and Loss Account was written up at the
^nd of the year and not at the close of each piece of business
as older writers did. (4) Stevin was the first to use the system
of controlling accounts. His definition of the word "control"
was to check by a duplicate register," or "verify and account."
The ledger shows the page of the journal upon which the
other part of the double entry appears in the ledger. He was
(1) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. ll
(2) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 140
(3J Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 11(4) Brown, "A History of Accounting" pp. 141-2

one of the first writers to do this. The pages of the journal
[
are, however, put in the margin, on the left of the date in the
j
ledger and not directly to the left of the amount, as we are
accustomed to do at the present time.
Stevin was one of the first of the writers to use combina-
I
tion journal entries with the word "sundries.'* Stevin shows
that by using a cash book, it avoided the making of numerous
journal entries, and calls it "by Slote." He claims one account
for payroll is wrong; it should be distributed. (1)
Stevin falls short of other writers in the following:
1. He does not put closing entries
through the journal.
2. He does not carry household expenses
to the general expense accounts. (2)
All religious terms at the top of the pages or at the
beginning of books, customarily used in the Italian method, are
omitted. The slightest reference to the Deity is absent in
these books, due to the fight for religious freedom which then
was waging in Holland.
Stevin was a great supporter of the Protestant party. A
clerical editor expunged his name from a Dutch dictionary of
biography, where it had appeared in earlier editions because of
his strong Protestanism.
|
"Stevin* s omission of the use of religious terms was followed
in England, whereas Europe to this day follows Ympn Christoffels
and others, which is corroborated evidence that Stevin through
Dafforne has influenced English and American bookkeeping more
(1) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 12
(2) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 140
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than has Mellis, who followed Pacioli, in the use of religious
terms," (1)
In the seventeenth century the Dutch have a particular
interest for us because Holland was the training school of the
English people, (2) Stevin's book becomes very important to
America, because he naturally influenced the views of his friend
Richard Dafforne, who through his book— "The Merchant's Mirror,
published in 1636, became practically the English guide and
pioneer of texts of bookkeeping. (3)
In the seventeenth century the treatise of bookkeeping was
in the hands of Hendrich Warringhen and Joannes Buingla. These
men were school masters at Amsterdam. The bookkeeping by these
men was nothing new.
B. H. Geisterelt felt there should be something more
modern than any of the books; so he published a book called
"The Flaming Torch of Italy's Bookkeeping" by David Koch. This
is absolutely worthless as a treatise on bookkeeping. (4)
(1) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p* 2}
2
(2) Ibid p. 12
(3) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 143






In Brown* s "History of Accounting", it says that every
English writer on bookkeeping in the early days gained his know
ledge from the Dutch, because Holland was the training school
for English merchants.
The first work in the English language on the "Italian
Method" of double entry was published in London in 1543. This
work was done by Hugh Oldcastle. (1) He was a teacher of
arithmetic and bookkeeping in London. (2)
The title of Oldcastle »s book was called "A profitable
treatyce called the Instrument or Boke to learne to knowe the
Good order of the kepying of the famouse reconynge called in
Latyn Dare and Habere and in Englyshe Debitor ana Creditor."
No copy exists today as far as is known, and therefor^ it is not
an absolute certainty that it ever existed. (3)
In 1588, Mellis, a school master of small note published
a small volume on bookkeeping, which appears to have been simoly
I
a reprint of Oldcastle *s work. It is called "A Brief Instruction
and Manner how to keep books of Accompts after the order of
Debitor and Creditor." In the preface he acknowledges his in-
debtedness to Hugh Oldcastle. (4) Mellis states in his book
that he has traveled and studied in the Dutch countries. (5)
The next writer was I. Carpenter, who was a member of the
East India Company. His work is not all original. The treatise
from which he borrowed was anomymous. Some say the book was
(1) Foator, '^The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping'^ jp ]
(2) Brown, "History of Accounting" p. 146
(3) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 13
(4) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping " h '
(5) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-Entry Bookkeeping" p. 147
••
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Manzoni Quaderno Doppio's. There are also traces of Ympn
Christof fel * s form found in the trial balance.
A glance at Carpenter's list of books, and one would say
that there was a considerable subdivision, but Carpenter empha-
tically says that every transaction should be entered in the
Memorial and then passed through the journal to the ledger. Th^
invoice book and cash book, therefore, do not rank much higher
than a remembrance book. Carpenter's journal is very primitive*
In the case of bills being drawn or accepted no entry is made in
any book. In this treatise there are a number of errors and
many, many difficulties. 1
England was way behind other countries of Europe in book--
keeping. At this period she was in a very primitive stage. All
her students had to be sent abroad for training in this field. (1)
Many merchants felt there was a danger in sending the young
students to foreign countries to study. Malynes Consuetude and
Richard Dafforne were outstanding men who tried to put a stop
to this.
Malyne eonsuetudo published his "Vel lex Mercatorel" in
1622. This book was superseded by Dafforne • s—"Merchant • s Mir-
rour," which was published at London in 1636. (2)
Dafforne lived many years in Amsterdam. He claimed his book
was to familiarize his country men with the methods of bookkeeping,
which were practised in Holland. (3)
He has a clumsy manner of writing, for he adopts dialogue
as a method of instruction. His book contains 250 questions and
(1) Woolf , "A History of Accounting" p. 131 ^
(2) Ibid p. 131 i!







The book as stated above was called the "Merchant's Mirrour
the ledger was the "mirrour" by which only the state of affairs I
can truly and plainly be discerned. (2) This book was published
I in London for the first time in 1636.
Later writers have followed Dafforne and Mellis, Therefore
directly and indirectly, Pacioli through the Dutch, has laid the
foundation of our present bookkeeping literature and our present
knowledge of accounting. (3)
I
Dafforne 's work differs from Stevin's in some respects.
Geijsbeek says that Dafforne fails to make his questions as
forceful as Stevin did. The word "stock" is used throughout
where Stevin used the word "capital." As the word "stock" comes
evidently from the stem, it really has the same origin as the
i
word "(zpital." As through all the definitions and derivations
of the word "stock" the thought of "main" and "principal" seems
! to appear. "From this one might state that capital stock is
really tautology, for the two words mean the same thing," (4)
Dafforne throughout his book told "how" but never emphasized!
"why" as Stevin did. Dafforne does not tell the difference
between debits and credits. He says "deduct the lesser from the
jgreater, and make a journal entry from the aifference." (5) He |
talks about remainders as Pacioli does and not " balances " as we
do today. V/hile Stevin used "debit per" Dafforne says "debit
to," and avoids slanting lines so customary in the Italian
•^dt f*oster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping'*=^^ 9 =
(2) Woolf, "A History of Accounting p. 134
1(3) Geijsbeek, "Ancient Double-entry Bookkeeping" p. 13
(4) Ibid p. 15




method to designate differences between debit and credit.




The owner, or the owing thing,
Or what forever comes to tnee:
Upon the Left -hand fee thou bring;
For there the same muft placed be.
But
They unto whom thou doeft owe.
Upon the Right let them be fet;
Or what-fo-ere doth from thee go,
To place them and do not forget,"
Comparing that rule with our rule of debit and credit (Balance
Sheet Method of Approach) today is as follows:
Debit Credit
In crease in some asset
Decrease in some liability
Decrease in capital
by increasing expenses,
losses on merchandise, or
withdrawal of capital
Decrease in some asset
Increase in some liability
Increase in capital




No where in Dafforne's book does he mention "assets and liabil-
ities." He uses dots against accounts posted rather than check
marks which we use today,
|
The next work in the Engliah language was published in Lon-'




how to kepe a perfects notable accompte of Debitour and Creditour
set forthe in certaine tables, Ac." (1) |
Peele's work is written poetically. The following lines
were taken from his book:
|
"As lacke of science causeth povertie
And dorth abate man's estimation
So learnying doth bryinge to prospertie." (Brown)
Peele had helped many mercantile people in this art which
had been long practised in other countries though it was at the
time new to England, (2)
The next writer of prominence was John Collins, who was
born at Wood Eaton, near Oxford. He published his work in 1652 i
on merchants accounts which was reprinted in 1665 with additions!*
The Lord Chancellor nominated Collins to investigate suits '
[depending in Chancery about intricate accounts. He was sought I
'by many people and became in matters of that nature the most use-'
ful person of his time. (3)
The chief complaint (f all the work so far is that all
have given the transactions volumes of models but no account
jrules or principles to govern them. (4)
In 1675 Stephen Monteage published "Debtor and Creditor
made Easie." It is a very brief book. He says:
•Thus authors have contributed a method
by Waste-book, journal, and ledger with
several other books depending thereon;
my intent is to reduce all these books
into two." (5)
John Clark published "Lectures on Accompts", bookkeeping
after the Italian manner in which the fundamental principles
LlJ "The Origin and Progress of P'^^T^'^*^«*r''' V> \0
IZ) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p. Ill
(4) Brown, "The History of Accounting" p. 154
(5) Ibid p. 155
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of the art are laid down, and some of most natural accounts |
exemplified and ex^ined. This book has some of the first
bookkeeping definitions:
1. "He that receives and is accountable for what he
receives is a Debitor.
2. •*He to whom any person is accountable is a Creditor." (1)
In 1731 appeared a work entitled "Modern Bookkeeping," It il
was written by Richard Hayes. This work is fairly original. When
he describes various account books in use, he explains the act-
ual operations in regard to those books.
Another interesting work of the eighteenth century was
"Bookkeeping Methodz*d" according to the Italian form by John
Mair. This book held the field for over fifty years. The basis,
however, of Mair*s system is that of Pacioli and his successors.
Of a totally different character is Benjamin Booth's "A
Complete System of Bookkeeping by an Improved Mode of Double-Entry
Bookkeeping." This was published in 1789. The important books
for a merchant are according to Booth, the cash book, bill book,
invoice book inward, invoice book outward, waste book, journal,
ledger, account sales book, and account current book. (1)
The balance of the book was referred to as a "bootaccount ."i
the origin of "bootaccount" comes from a sea story:
"A captain in the merchant service, besides being entrusted
with the care of a ship had commercial adventures put under his
charge. Being ignorant of accounts, he got rid of the difficulty
by depositing in a boot whatever money he received, and taking
|j
out all the money he had occasion to. When the voyage was com-
|
(1) Foster, "The History of Bookkeeping" p. 11
(2) Woolf
,
A., "A History Of Accounting" p. 150

pleted, and the owner called for his accounts he with great
solemnity delivered the boot into the hands of the owners saying-
•Here, Gentlemen, is the balance of my accounts, you will please
to count.*' (1)
During the seventeenth century there was a set of books
preserved in Advocate's Library in Edinburgh, The books were I
kept by a company called Darien and Company, who traded in Africa
and the Indies. The books are beautifully aone but far beyond
what was necessary.
Up to the eighteenth century there was no marked improvement
in bookkeeping. The history of bookkeeping in England does not
possess the interest which it did in Italy because of Pacioli,
|
or in Holland because of Simon Stevin; but Edward Thomas Jones,
!
an accountant in Bristol, maintained honor for England.
Jones in 1796 devised what he though was an infallible
method of bookkeeping, which he called "Jones's English System
I
by Single or double Entry." Jones even went so far as to ask the
English legislature to make it the law of the land. I|
Jones got the name of his book up by clever advertising, for
no other reason then that is he known today. His book is full
j
of testimonies from well-known people. In his book he begins
with an attack on the Italian double-entry method. He said it
was simply a mechanical device for securing systematic posting
and afterwards no guarantee whatever that each individual account
is correct. He claims in double-entry bookkeeping one will ,
make false entries on purpose to deceive. (2) i




Another difficulty Jones says is that the books which are
kept in double entry fonn are difficult to balance. Even if
they do balance Jones claims the accountant might have short-
debited or over-credited his own or some other account in the
ledger,
Jones's books is supposed to do away with these evils of
doulbe-entry bookkeeping, Jones lists the advantages to his
system which were:
1, Simple concise
2, Requires less labor then any system now in use
3. Error cannot be passed unnoticed
4. Books can be balanced every month
At this time in England many hand-loom weavers and spinners
had been put out of work by the invention of the power loom and
the Jenny. Jones claimed that his new system although a time
saving system would not put bookkeepers out of work but would
render the job free from irksome tasks.
Instead of two columns in the ledger Jones put in ten
columns. Besides the ledger Jones advised no other book should
b© ]Bpt except the Old Italian, "Memorial" (called by him a journal)
where every transaction should be entered as it occurred. Jones
became known all over Europe through this book, and it is trans-
lated into German, Italian, and French. (1)
|
Jones's book aroused interest in England and exerted a
great influence on the development of the art of bookkeeping.
The complete failure of Jones's "English Bookkeping" has
established double-entry bookkeeping as the best method of keep-
ing books* Instead of driving double entry from the field, it
_L
had the opposite effect, and it has permanently established it
^1) Brown, "A history of Accounting" pp. 159-160
•X t
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as the commercial system of bookkeeping through the civilized
world. (1)
After the publication of Jones's book, several ingenious
•tracts'* appeared, defending double entry, and exposing the
difficulties of the new system. One of merit was a writer by
the name of James Mill (1796) who closed the controversy. Mill' s
work is entitled "An Examination of Jones's English System of
Bookkeeping." (2)
**A short" Review of Jones's "English Bookkeeping"
There is an introductory address to the Commercial and
Trading World, Following that is an examination of the differ-
ent systems. What he says about double entry is interesting—
"The process by double entry is generally made so
complex, that many persons who keep the books are
frequehtly at a loss to know how to proceed, or in
what manner to explain what they have been doing;
and if you ask them any questions, respecting any
particular part thereof, they are as much at a loss
to give you an answer, as though they had never seen
a set of books." (3)
After the introduction there is a section devoted to t eachers
•
It is a teaching plan which he lays down for them to follow i
throughout the book.-—
"Let the articles be placed in the annexed Day Book,
or a sufficient number of any other articles, if
more approved of, be written of pieces of paper, as
the written copies are, and let the boys who are to
learn bookkeeping nominally enter into trade, first
advancing their capital. (Ifco-partnerships are formed
I think it will be best.) Then let the boys go to the
teacher of sdhool -mates , and buy those articles in which
i
(1) Woolf , "A History of Accounting"?. 141
(2) Brown, "A History of Accounting"pp. 162-163
(3) Jones, "English Bookkeeping" p. 11
1•
they are to trade, and which they will receive
written on pieces of paper, and sell again to other
boys in like manner regularly entering every transaction
as it occurs and the teacher taking care that they make
and receive payments, sometimes in cash, and other
times in drafts, and checks. Great care should be taken
to explain the nature of the different transactions,
so that the pupils may perfectly comprehend it," (1)
This method of pupil activity in bookkeeping as used in
the United States up to within the last two decades when its
disadvantages overruled its advantages*
Since the close of the eighteenth century, Dr# Patrick
ally wrote a book which was quite popular* It was called
*Bleraents of Bookkeeping."
James Morrison, A Glasgow accountant, was another well-
known writer on bookkeeping during the early part of the nine-
teenth century. His works were— '*A Complete Treatise on Practical
ookkeeping'* (1813), "The Elements of Bookkeeping" (1813), and
."A General System of Mercantile Bookkeeping" (1830).
F. F. Foster's "Theory and Practice of Bookkeeping" appeared
in 1840 and was an excellent book.
The publication of works on bookkeeping in its various
principles has during the last few years proceeded rapidly, and
may verily be said that the science has now been brought to a
^tate of great provocation. (2)
The advances in modern practice have all tended towards
Dne or another of two objects:
1. to lessen clerical labor
2. to increase the clearness of the books as
statistical records.
Cl) Jones, "English Bookkeeping" p. 26
[2) Woolf, " History of Accounting" p. 142
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The first step to eliminate useless repetition of entries
was the abandoning of a journal as a posting medium. Other
aids
1. balance by totals
2. self-balancing ledger
3. columnar cash books
Great Britain has led the way in this third step. (1)
England and America move quickly along lines of development,
the reason for this is, because they are not hampered like other
countries with legislative enactments, which make compulsory
the keeping of specific books in a prescribed form, but are
left free to adopt any system which appears most expedient and
desirable. (2)
(1) Brown, '•A History of Accounting" p. 168





Bookkeeping in Prance gave practically no attention to the
'•Italian Method" of bookkeeping or any other method. The reason
for this was statea by Dr. Jager in his "Drei Skizzen zur
uchhalting"— that at an early date the legislature saw fit to
make an attempt to get rid of fraud by issuing stringent laws
requiring methods of keeping accounts. If one is rigidly con-
fined to stringent laws, there is no chance for development.
Therefore, the necessity to adhere to the French legislature's
requirements hampered improvement in Bookkeeping. (1)
As was stated under the Dutch section in this thesis, Jan
Ympn Christoffels * s wife not only published her husband's book
in Dutch but also made a French translation of it in 1543. The
book manifested the system of double entry* Simon Stevin, another
Putch writer, published his work in French in 1602. (2)
The first original French work was done in 1687 by Claude
Irson and called "Methods pour bein dresser toutes sortes de
comptes." There is no improvement in method or content found in
his book. (3)
In 1820 a Special School of Commerce was established.
Adolphe Blanque later changed the name of the school to "Superior
School of Commerce", which name it still bears today. It offers
to its students a three year course in bookkeeping.
jj
The Paris Chamber of Commerce on May 8, 1878 sketched out
the plan of a school for higher commercial studies. An extensive
course of bookkeeping was to be offered. (4)
Cl) Browrr7 "A History of Accounting" p. 140 ^
(2) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p. 15
(3) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 141
(4) United StetBs Bureau of Education, 1895/6 pp. 97-110
p
France is now rapidly developing her commercial departments
in her schools. She is making great progress in bookkeeping,
although she was very slow in starting.
r
BOOKKEEPING IN GERMANY
This country was more backward in bookkeeping than any
other country we have so far taken up. (1)
Brown, in his History of Accounting , tells about
Nuremberg being the center of trade. He relates that in 1488
a Nuremberg trader sent his apprentice to Venice to learn
bookkeeping. He gave him the following advice - "to rise
early in the morning and first to hear mass, after that to
attend the class of a master of arithmetic, then to make his
way to the Germany house on the Rial to." (2)
Many merchants lived in Nuremberg, and, in the middle
ages, extensive trading was carried on between Nuremberg and
Italy, Soon the seed of bookkeeping developed among the
merchants just as it had years before developed among the
Italian merchants. (3)
Heinrich Schreiber, a native of Erfurt, was an arith-
metic master in Vienna. He wrote a treatise on bookkeeping.
According to the preface, he composed his work in 1518, but
it wasn't printed until 1523. He called it "Rechenbuchlin
Kunstlich, behend und gewiss auffalle Kaufmanschaff t grenecht.
The bookkeeping in this book was so confused and complicated
that it has no value. He uses the single entry system. This
treatise has no merits and deserves no praise beyond that of
being the first German work on bookkeeping. (4)
In 1531 John Gottlieb published at Nuremberg the second
(1) Woolfe, History^ Accounting* p. 124=—=—=—=—=—
(2) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 125
(3) Ibid p. 126
(4) Foster, "The Origin and Progress of Efelteeping" p. 21

German treatise on bookkeeping. Gottlieb had been a merchant
of Nuremberg and was in close relation with Italy, In his
treatise, traces of the Italian Method of bookkeeping can be
found. The rudiments of double-entry which are found in this
treatise are not put forth as clearly as Pacioli presented
them. (1)
In 1549 there vyas a treatise published entitled -
•*Zwifach Buchalten". This treatise introduced the Italian
Method of bookkeeping into Germany. The author of this work
was Woeffgaug Schweicher, who was a translator of Monzoni
Zuaderno Doppio. Although the author lived in Venice at the
time of publication, he makes no reference nor acknowledgments
to the origin of his source of material.
The preface of this book is interestingly written. It
was composed by the printer, Johann Petrejus, and was
addressed to the 'dear, kindly reader." He remarks in this
preface that the only two books which are necessary to do
bookkeeping are the journal and the ledger. He also mentions
that it is sometimes found convenient to make sub-divisions
in the ledger. Thus, the cash account may be placed in a
ledger of its own, this is leading towards our modern Cash
Book.
The typography in this book is done beautifully. The
best German books are works of art. The love of art, for its
own sake, is what distinguished the German craftsman of the
sixteenth century. (2)
(i; Woolfe, "A History of Accounting** p. 125^"=""^—=
(2) Brown, " A History of Accounting" p. 125

In the early sixteenth century Passchier Goessen
wrote a treatise on bookkeeping. He was a Huguenot refugee
from Belguim, and had made his home in Hamburg where he was
employed as a teacher.
Goessen is distinctly behind his times in the follow-
ing respects:
1. The Journal has the cumbersome consecutive
numbers of Monzoni
2. There is no grouping of entires
3. The method of grouping and re -opening the
accounts, at the time of balancing, is very
complicated.
In 1610 Nicolous V/off published his treatise. He
retains the old traditional "Goods Book", which shows that
the Italian Method had not penetrated far into Germany.
Double-entry was used but was very complicated.
In 1660 Christopher Achat ius Hager's work appeared and
was entitled •Buchhalten Uber Proper Commission and Compagnia
Handlingen.^ In this work the German account books have
given place to those prescribed by the Italian writers, the
Memorial, the Journal, and the Ledger. But Hager also adds
subsidiary books. (1)
In 1662 there appeared at Nuremberg a book entitled
"General Instruction des Buchhatius by Georg Nicholaus
Schurtz, who gives his examples and illustrations through
the three time-honored books - the Memorial, the Journal,
and the Ledger. He gives all his material in the Memorial,
(1 ) V/oolfe, "A History of~Account ing" p . 127
^

then classifies it in the Journal, and finally posts it in
the Ledger,
Schurtz mentions in his preface that - the following










This is an improvement for it is leading toward a
subdivision of the three main books, which is very important
today as a time saving device, (1)
In ^churtz's works one can see the system of bookkeep-
ing improving, and surpassing the Italian Method. He has
quarterly balances of the ledger and in addition to this, he
I has trial balances, and complete journal postings for closing
entries, and a final balance, after these items have been
entered, (2)
In 1685, Paul Hermling published his book entitled
"Volkommenes Buchhalten", Hermling a merchant of Dantzig,
based his work on the three Italian Books, (3)
(1) Poster, •*The Origin and Progress of Bookkeeping" p. klJd
(2) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 122
(3) Ibid p, 123

In the German ahools, today, bookkeeping occupies
normally three weekly periods, or one-sixth of the total
courses taught in the schools. Their aim of bookkeeping
is that the pupils should begin by understanding the systems
of single and double-entry bookkeeping, and should acquire
accuracy in the technique of making the proper entries, and
should know how to close a simple set of books for themselves.
In German lower commercial schools the pupils seldom
handle books (sets). If they do, the books are not dcaie
independently, but as class work. This emphasizes one of the
German characteristics --"prevention is better than correc-
tion". (1)
The German pupils are drilled on closing books. This
is an extremely important operation in every business, but
more so in Germany for everything is under the control,
direction, ana supervision of the government authorities.
Commercial higher shool at Frankort
Hours per week
and year it is
taught
I II III IV
Bookkeeping 2 3 3
The Commercial Real (our High School)
Six hours a week is devoted to bookkeeping.
Commercial Realschule at Frankort
Hours per week










(1) Brown, "A History of Accounting" p. 123
(2) Farrington, "Commercial Education in Geraany" p. 34-57

Leipzig Commercial Institution
Hours per week and
year it is taught
Bookkeeping ----- I II m
2 1
Girls' Commercial School Course - Dortmund
Periods per week







The Commercial Schools of Germany are reported to be
better than those in America. Here in America we are con-
stantly experimenting and changing from one system to another.
Each school feels that it has the power and right to use
different teaching methods and procedures, if it so desires.
In Germany the central government, represented by the Minister
of Industrial and Commercial Education, lays -its firm hand
upon all schools, and mattes universal requirements throughout
its land.
In Germany more stress is placed upon the importance
of a through drill in single entry than is done in this
country. We in America consider single entry of slight
importance, and start our pupils upon double entry immediately.
The German text-books and papers in bookkeeping are not as
clearly and graphically represented as our American sets
are. (2)
©f the six colleges of commerce in Germany Mannheim,
and perhaps Frankfort are the only institutions that owe I
CD Farrington, '•CommercTal EdlicaTioh in'G^ermany" p. 109 ^





their foundation to municipal initiative ability. They have
been endowed through private benefactions to the amount of a
million marks, because of their success, (1)
Up to the year of 1870, in Germany bookkeeping was
nearly always introduced as a special branch until the con-
tinuation school took on the character of a trade school,
then it was made a main subject.
Dr, J. Jastrow said - "Germany, the land of thinkers
and dreamers, conducts its commercial education chiefly in a
practical way; America, the land of practical men is obliged,
for want of a system of apprenticeship, to resort to purely
theoretical instruction."
The commercial class in Germany intend to establish
Commercial Universities. The outcome of this movement is not
clearly visable yet. (2)
Dr. J. Jastrow, who is connected with the University
of Berlin, was sent by the Chamber of Commerce in Germany to
investigate our American manner of preparing young men for
business life. He reported to Germany that underlying all
American educational institutions was, namely, "specialization."
(1) Farrington, "Commercial Education in Gerfflany" p. 115
(2) United States Bureau, "Higher Education for Business Men in





It seems that no works on bookkeeping were published in
Ireland before 1700,
|
The first Irish author of such a work was John Vernon, His
book, "The Compleat Counting-house; or the Young Lad taken from ||
the Writing-school and instructed in the Mysteries of a Merchant,"
was published in Dublin in 1719, The title does not disclose
|
whether it was a treatise on single or double-entry bookkeepingj
Other authors during the eigthteenth century were: William
Kelly, Daniel Dowling, Samuel Edwards, and William Jackson.
Daniel Dowling, a school teacher in Dublin, did not live
to see his work published in 1766, The title of the book was
"A Complete System of Italian Bookkeeping According to the
Modern Method."
Previously Webster's Essay on bookkeeping and Mair's book-
keeping methodized had appeared in Ireland. Waster's theory
and instructions were well received, but his examples were
neither sufficiently comprehensive, nor his faeign and company
accounts so well adapted to the course of trade in Ireland.
Mair reduced his rules into a regular easy system. His examples
were made in a mercantile fashion, and his set of books were very
deficient. These defects in previous works helped Dowling in
publishing his book.
A few years after Dowling* s death nothing could be found
on the subject but imperfect copies of his manuscript taken by
school boys. Some of these fell into the hands of a young man

(William Jackson) of considerable experience in the Counting-
house,
Jackson's work was really the joint product of Dowling and
Jackson. "Dowling was the genius who furnished the background
for Jackson's writing, Jackson deserves much credit for revamp
Ing and improving the material contained in *A Complete System
of Italian Bookkeeping According to the Modern Method,*" (1)










The first writer in Scotland was Robert Colinson, whose
book, "Idea Rationaria, or the Perfect Accomptant, Necessary
for all Merchants and Trafficquers ; containing the True Form
of Bookkeeping, According to the Italian Method," was published
in Edinburgh in 1683. No other books on the subject were pub-
lished in Scotland during the seventeenth century.








Of these, Mair, Gordon, and Hamilton ranked as outstanding writers
of their time,
j
John Mair, celebrated schoolmaster of Perth, "must have bean
a remarkable figure in his day, for he wrote several books on
arithmetic, besides a Latin syntax and a Latin dictionary." (1)
His first work, "Bookkeeping Methodia'd," was published in 1736
and ran through many editions up to 1765. A revised edition
under the title of "Bookkeeping Modernized" was completed in
1768, shortly before his death in February, 1769, and was pub-
lished shortly after. (2)
|
James Morrison, also of Scotland, enjoyed a wide reputation
as a writer in this field, His book, "A Complete Treatise on
Practical Bookkeeping," was published in Edinburgh in 1803. (3)
(1) V/oolf, "History of Accountants and Accountancy" p. 143
(2) Brown, "History of Accounting" p. 156
(3) Ibid p. 157
II r,
BOOKKEEPING IN SPAIN
Spain, although a very importait country, seemed to be lagg-
ing behind its neighbors in the development of bookkeeping, A
claim, once put forth on behalf of Spain, was that double-entry
had originated in that country. This does not bear investigation
The evidence was partly drawn from collateral circumstances, such
as the early acquaintance of Spain with Arabic numerals an-i ivith
paper and partly from the alleged existence of clauses in early
|
statutes which make double-entry compulsory for merchants. N^
^
I
such clauses have been discovered by researchers, and the early
' use of paper etc. proves nothing on this point. (1)
The earliest Spanish treatise was published by Antich Rochea
in 1545, Like many of the contemporaries, he is a translator. '
;
Instead of translating some of the Venice treatises, Rochea in-'
troduced to his country the work of an obscure Geriman school-
master, who did not even possess the competent knowledge of book-
keeping. So not only in date but also in merit it falls snort
of the achievements of the other countries. (2)
(1) Brown, 'THistory of Accounting'* p. 129






Switzerland, of course, was not outstanding in advancement
in bookkeeping, but J. Isler, of Brussels had some excellent
theories.
He had books kept in such a manner that one would have been
able at the end of every month or at suay period desired to take
a taLance of the day-book and have the exact situation of the
affairs disclosed.
He divides his book into five general classes.
1. A. Has charge of the receipts and payments of cash
2. B. Has charge of the purchases and sales of mer-
chandize
3. C. Has charge of the bills received and the deposit-
ing of them '
4,. D»,Has charge of the bills issued and returned
5. E. Has charge of the losses and gains
In this way the work could be divided among many clerks
rather than having one do it all. This was a tremendous advan-
tage over the Italian Method. (1)









BQQKKEBPING IN THE UNITED 3TATSS
Gei jsbeek says that the early American financial books and
ledgers came through the Dutch settlers in New Amsterdam (now
New York), "Stevin's (Dutch) ideas influenced the colonial
people more than Dafforne*s (English) did," (1)
Bookkeeping, as shown in the previous chapters, had
started from a nucleus in the field of business and was
nourished by the promotion of trade. The same process of devel-
opment took place in the United States,
In the early years tiiei-e was very little trace of
Commercial Education in the Colonies, but with the rising
importance of trade in the eighteenth century bookkeeping be-
came a necessity, thus the "writing schools", so called came
into prominence,
"Young men of good families who showed more aptitude
for money making than for learning Latin were sent to the
writing schools taught an elaborate system of penmanship, arith-j
metic in forms somewhat fantastic, Lnd the science of bookkeep-
ing complicated and made intricate by the multitude of varying
monetary and metrical systems,
""Writing and ciphering schools had been a part of the Boston
public schools since 1682, In 1740, however, writing schools
under private auspices were established in Boston,
"At that time commercial life was a simple matter, and
commercial education was thought not to be a function of the
schools, being considerea too humble a form of activity for the




exercise of great talents or even for any special preparation."!
I have divided the progress of bookkeeping in the Unite
States into four main parts —
!• Evolution of Bookkeeping in the
Private Schools
2. Evolution of Bookkeeping in the
Secondary Schools
3. Evolution of Bookkeeping in the
Junior High Schools
4. Evolution of Bookkeeping in the
Colleges
The following chapters deal with each of these branches of the
development of bookkeeping in the United States,
d
(1) Bentley, H. C. "A Brief Treatise on Accounting" j)i 16




RECAPITULATION OF EUROPEAN BOOKKEEPING
Italy was the birthplace of bookkeeping; Luca Pacioli is
considered to be the father of it, for he published the first
material on bookkeeping, although Benedetto Cotrugli had
written a book on bookkeeping in manuscript form 140 years be-
fore Luca Pacioli.
Luca Pacioli 's book was entitled "De Comoutis" and was
divided into four parts: Memoriale, Giornole, i^uademo (Waste-
book, Journal, and Ledger). This book was so complete in it-
self that the "Method of Venice", as it was called was known
all over Europe • Bookkeeping was developed to a state which
exactly met the requirements of the period in all respects
except in the technicalities of balancing.
The "De Computis" gave practically all the fundamentals
of bookkeeping* The writers who followed Pacioli have given
full illustrations of the Journal and Ledger, but have rather
neglected to explain the "whys" and "wherefores'* of the details
upon which Pacioli has laid so much stress.
The next person of prominence in the bookkeeping field was
Man^oni, who published his work forty years after Pacioli.
There was one progressive change which he made that was - to
use the Journal for transferring accounts and numbering the
journal entries.
In 1524 Giovanni Sfortunati of Siena published "II Nuovo
Lune," This work is very practical









In 1558, Alvise Casanova published at Venice his "SpeechioB
Lucidissimo, " This is merely a copy of Pacioli.
|
In the sixteen century Don Angelo Pietra, a monk of Genoa,
adapted commercial bookkeeping to the requirements of monaster-
ies. His book was published at Mantua in 1588.
Ludovico Flori, a monk of Palerno, in Iris - "Libro Doppio
Domestic" in 1636 followed the example of Pietra and applied
double entry to the keeping of private or household accounts.
The first school to put bookkeeping courses in its curric-
ulum was The Commercial Academy of Prague, which was established
in 1831.
Netherlands
Dutch bookkeeping was largely influenced by the Italian
Method. Many Dutch writers on bookkeeping copied Pacioli
verbatim.
The first Dutch work on bookkeeping was done by Jan Ympn
Ghristoffels, a merchant at Antwerp and was called - "Niewe
Instructie Ende Bewigs der lo effeljeker Cousten des Rekeibo-
ceks ende Hekeuingle te handene nas die I talianeusahe manire,
4c.''. This book was published and also translated into French
in 1543. Many parts of this book were taken verbatim from
Pacioli.
II
In 1575 Michiel Coignet published at Antwerp his book on
Ibookkeeping which, like, those of Pietra and Flori, treats "
the accounts of the monasteries.
|





ing with Arithmetic and Geometry as well as bookkeeping.
Next came Stevin's treatise which should be praised for
• originality.
England
Brown in his "History of Accounting" says that England
gained its knowledge of bookkeeping through the Dutch,
In 1543, Hugh Oldcastle published in London the first
work on bookkeeping.
In 1586, Mellis published a small volume on bookkeeping.
which appears to be simply a reprint of Oldcastle ^s work.
I. Carpenter's book is not all original but the book
from which he copies from is anonymous.
Dafforne was the next prolific writer. His book was
called, "Merchant's Mirrour" which was published in 1636, The
significance of the title was that the ledger was the "mirrour"
by which only the state of affairs can be discerned.
James Peele published in 1659 "The Maner and fourne how
to kepe a perfect notable accompte of Debitour and Greditour
set forthe in certaine tables, 4c,"
John Collins published his work in 1652, which was very
complete
,
In 1675, Stephen Monteage published "Debtor ana Creditor
made Easie",
John Clark published "Lectures on Accompts". Here the
most natural accounts were exemplified and explained.










Hayes, John Mair, Thomas Jones, and F. Foster.
France
France ^s rigid laws hampered her progress in bookkeeping.
The first original French work in bookkeeping was done in 1887
by Claude Irson and was called "Methods pour bein dresser
toutes sortes de coraptes,"
Germany
[I
Germany was very backward in bookkeeping. Hennrich Schreibe
wrote the first German treatise of Bookkeeping in 1518. The
single entry is used in this book.
In 1531, John Gotllieb published the second German treatis
on bookkeeping.
In 1549, Woeffgaug Schweicher introduced the Italian
Method of Bookkeeping into Germany through his book called
"Zwifach Buchhalten".
Passchier Goessen's book was distinctly behind the times.
Nicolaus Vvooff shows how complicated double entry still is.
In Georg Nicholaus Schurtz and Christopher A. Eager 's work
one can reaaily perceive that the Italian Method of bookkeep-
ing is startea to definitely permeate Germany.
Germany was slow in putting bookkeeping into her schools
but now her bookkeeping as well as her commercial education
far surpasses ours today.
Ireland
There were no works on bookkeeping in Ireland before 1700.
|
The first writer was John Vernon, Other authors during the
rc
18th century were V/illiam Kelly, Daniel Dowling, Samuel Edwards,
and ^illia^n Jackson •
Scotland
There was only one book on bookkeeping published in Scot-
land in the 17th century, and that was by Robert Colinson
in 1683.
In the 18th century there were seven books published by-
Alexander Magghie William Gordon
Alexander Malcolm William Perry
John Mair Robert Hamilton, LL.D.
G • Buchanan
Spain
Spain seemed to be slow in the development of bookkeeping.




J. Isler, was the outstanding figure in bookkeeping pro-
gress in Switzerland.
c(
EVOLUTION OF BOOKKEEPING IN THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS
'*In the early days before the period of effective commercial
education, no provision was made in the educational curriculum
of public schools for the training of boys and girls for office
work and other commercial work» It was the private business
schools that first saw the need for a new training and to effectj
an organization to meet these needs," (1) This type of school
rendered a real service at a time where the public authorities '
were either ignorant of the need or unwilling to meet it.
"In 1743, Benjamin Franklin sketched the plan of the first
American Acacfeny, which was opened in Philadephia in 1749. As
to their studies (said Franklin) it would be well if they could
be taught everything that is ornamental* But art is long and
their time is short. It is, therefore, proposed that they learn!
those things that are likely to be most useful and most orna-
mental." (2)
'•All were to be taught penmanship, drawing, arithmetic
|(with accounts) and the first principles of geometry and
'astronomy. Commerce, industry, and mechanics would be entertain4-
ing and useful studies for all. " (3) Among the pioneers in the|
field of private schools and academies were the well-known Phil-
I
lips Academies of Andover, Massachusetts, (1778) and the Exeter !
Academy at Exeter, New Hampshire (1781).
In the early nineteenth century there was practically
nothing in the way of instruction to prepare for business life.
AX) Marvfn,^ "^ommercial^^drucatio^n in th Un i t ed State s" p. i^IT"
(2) From Franklin's discourses on Education
(3) Douglas, "Secondary Education" i
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If boys and girls desired to enter business, they left school
early and entered stores or offices to serve as an apprentice.
The quality of the instruction depended on the employer.
A few business men realizing the deficiences of the appren-
ticeship method started private schools where training in com-
mercial subjects could be obtained. It is held that the first
school of this type was established by R. M. Bartlett in 1834. ( 1)
R, M. Bartlett, of Philadelphia, began his teacher career
1
by instructing pupils in penmanship, bookkeeping, and commercial
arithmetic. After a year's experience he went to Pittsburg
where he conducted a school for six years, and from there he went
to Cincinnati and founded another school. (2)
In 1820 James Bennett of New York published for use in
his classes "The American System of Bookkeeping and Practical
Arithmetic." He was one of the first to believe that the art of
bookkeeping could be acquired in the schoolroom quite as well as
by the apprenticeship system and in a shorter time.
James Bennett conducted public lectures on bookkeeping in
New York City in 1818. In 1824 he established a school in New
York, for the purpose of teaching bookkeeping and mathematical
science.
"The Annual Commencement of Bennett's Public Lectures on
bookkeeping is on the first Monday in October, and a new class
commences on the first Monday of each of the succeeding months,
including April; as the lectures close annually on fhe first of
May." (3)
Xl) Packard, 1*. b,, "Commercial Education"
(2)Cheesman, Herrick, "Meaning and Praciice of Commercial Teaching" p. 178
(3)Bentley, H. C, "A Brief Treatise on Accounting" p. 21
tc
Terms
"Terms for an unlimited attendance, with the practice, $15
to be paid in advance. For private instruction, which is given
at all times, J25 including books for practice. The private
instruction is given in the day time throughout the year." (1)
In Beston, Benjamin Foster, a teacher of writing and book-
jkeeping conducted classes in bookkeeping which he advertised as
follows:
I
"Commercial Bookkeeping is taught in a practical manner,
the learner is exercised in buying and selling, in making out
bills, invoices, and account sales, an attempt is made to teach
|
whatever belongs to the well-regulated Count ing-House Classes
are hela morning, afternoon, and evening. Blank books, pens,
ink, and paper furnished with extra charge.
Terms
"For course of lessons in bookkeeping by single and double
entry in which the pupil will be qualified to act as a bookkeeper
in the most extensive and diversified establishmjant--|l2. (2)
Another man, Thomas Jones, Accountant, Principal of the
Intiatory Counting Rooms and Commercial Academy of New York
offered. He advertised to "afford gentlemen preparation to ente^jr
the counting room and particularly merchant's clerks the oppor-
tunity of securing a thorough ccxnmercial education." (3)
Now there grew up a type of private school which took
upon itself the name "business college."
In 1835 H. B. Bryant and H. D. Stratton, both of whom had
(1) Bentley, H. C, "A Brief Treatise on Accounting" p. 21
(2) Barrett, M. "History and Development of Bookkeeping" (thesis)
(3) Butler, Nicholas,








been students in a Cleveland Business College, formed a partner-
ship with James W. Lusk and established the first Bryant and
Stratton at Cleveland. They intended to form a "Chain** of !
schools, having one in every city with a population of over
10,000.
High School
Up to 1900 the private schools gave practically all the
instruction in bookkeeping outside of business offices. By
this time they had increased in importance and in breadth and
thoroughness of instruction. They had become so popular and tha
number of high school pupils entering then had become so great
that the public schools began to put in commercial courses in
self-defence. The motive behind the starting of this type of
education was really to bribe the pupils to stay in school.
There was a lack of interest on the part of the school authori-
ties in commercial education and the department was placed on a
lower plane than the other departments, with consequent low
standards for both pupils and teachers. (1)
The first high school in the United States was established
in Boston, in 1821. For three years it was known as the "English
Classical School," but in 1824 the school appears in the records
as the "English High School." fhe study of bookkeeping was
placed in the course of study. (2)
"Though Portland, Maine, established a high school in 1821,
Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1824, and New Bedford, Haverhill,
||
and Salem, Massachusetts, in 1827, copying the Boston idea, the
(1) Marvin, E. H. "Cbmmercill Education in the Secondary School" p. 19^^
(2) Kitson, "Commercial Education in the Secondary School" p.50
i
•4
real beginning of the American high school., as a distinct institu-
tion, dates from the Massachusetts Law of 1827, enacted through
the influence of James G» Carter. This law formed the basis of
all subsequent legislation in Massachusetts, and deeply influenced
development in other States, The law is significant in that it
required a high school, in every town having 500 families or
over, in which should be taught United States history, BOOKKEEP-
ING, algebra, geometry, and surveying, while in every town having
1
4000 inhabitants or over, instruction in Greek, Latin, history,
rhetoric, and logic must be added, A heavy penalty was attached
for failure to comply with the law. In 1855 the law was amended
I
i
so as to permit any smaller town to form a high school as well,
iThis Boston and Massachusetts legislation clearly initiated the
public high-school movement in the United States, It was there
that the new type of higher schools was founded, there that its
curriculum was outlined, there that its standards were established,
and there that it developed earliest and best," (1) |l
"The first high school in New York was establisiied in New
York City in 1825 under the name of the High School for Boys," (2)
"The first high school of Pennsylvania in which bookkeeping
was taught was the Central High Achool of Philadelphia, in 1849. "(3)
Since 1900 there has been a very marked advancement in
bookkeeping instruction in both public high schools and also
in the private business schools. High schools have raised their
standards of commercial education. (4) ii
In 1915, at the National Educational Association meeting, "
=(1) Cubberley, "The History of Education"?
.p . 152-158
(2) Brown, E. E,, "The Making of our Middle Schools" p. 25
(3) Merchant, Edward, Secretary and Business Manager of the Board of
/^xo 4., Education of Philadelphiai.4;Butler, N, M,, "Education in t^e United States" p.p. 224- §30

a proposal was made that the four-year high school commercial
course should be divided into two schedules, one emphasizing
accounting and the other stenography and typewriting. Bookkeep-
ing was to be required for two years in the accounting course I
and one year in tl^e stenography and typewriting course, with I
further work in bookkeeping and elective in both courses, I
Instruction I
In the past instruction has been very meagre. Few teachers
were required and in many cases the entire instruction was given
by one man#
|
However, in spite of the many evils, the schools grew in size




There were few textbooks on the subject of bookkeeping, jft
many cases manuscripts prepared by actual accountants engaged in
business were used, Peter Duff, who was an accountant in the
|
business world published a textbook which was used to quite an
extent in the early schools. S, S, Packard, who was quite in-
terested in the work of the business colleges, collected a con-'
siderable library of British, ^^rench, and American books and
|
made them the basis of Bryant and Stratton's bookkeeping course.
In general neither our early nor our later writers were as
||
scholarly as the early writers of England, Scotland, and Ireland,
i






!• '.Yilliam Mitchell (Bookkeeper).
"A New and Complete System of Bookkeeping;
being an Improved Method of Double 3ntry."
(Philadelphia, 1796) A copy of this book
is owned by the Boston Public Library.
2. Rev. Richard Turner, LL.D,
"A New Introduction to Bookkeeping after
the Italian Method of Debtor and Creditor."
(Salem, Massachusetts, 1801.) A copy of
this book is owned by the Boston Public
Library.
3. Thomas Turner (Professor and Teacher of Bookkeep-
ing).
"An Epitome of Bookkeeping by Double Entry."
(Portland, Maine, 1804.) This book is owned by
the Boston Public Library.
4. James Bennett (Teacher of Bookkeeping and Math-
ematical Science).
"The American System of Practical Bookkeep-
ing by Double Entry." (New York, 1814)
This can be found in James Nixon's, "Rud-
iments of Bookkeeping" (New York, 1845).
This is believed to be the orginal edition
of Bennett's first work on bookkeeping.
Prior to 1775 the small demand in the country for works in
Bookkeeping was met through the importation of books from Great
Britain. From 1775 to 1783 the purchase of British products
was considered bad form, and for some years thereafter the
market for English publications was extremely "bearish." It
was natural that some of our booksellers felt no compunction
II
about publishing unauthorized editions of British author's books
for some years after the Revolution, and until the United States
could produce a number of local writers. They selected books
written chiefly by Scottish and Irish authors. (1)
(1) Marvin, C. H. "Commercial Education in Secondary Schools" p.200
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•After the period of readjustment following the American
Revolution, our rapidly expanding commerce created a correspond-
ing demand for bookkeepers and office clerks. Textbooks on book-
I
keeping and teachers of bookkeeping were greatly needed, and the
call was answered by writers and teachers during the nineteenth
century. There were but few of either during the first quarter;
the number increased decidedly during the second; and the latter
half of the century brought an unprecedented dissemination of
bookkeeping knowledge,
"The literature of accounting in the nineteenth century was
almost entirely restricted to what is now called elementary
bookkeeping. The chief demand was for textbooks which 'presented
the rudiments of bookkeeping on a scale suited to the faculties
and comprehension of youth.*" |
"On the whole, our writers of 1800 to 1850 were more experi-
enced and scholarly than those of the following fifty years, and
their books were superior in scope and treatment,'* (1)










J. C. Colt (2)
Prom 1850 to 1900 few noteworthy works on bookkeeping were
written. It was during this period that progressive business
college proprietors heralded far and wide their slogans; "Actual
practice from the start, "learn to do by doing,"
The material used in business colleges for teaching book-
(1) Bentleg, H. C, **A Brief Treatise on Accounting" p. 15




keeping had to be so simple and self-explanatory that children
\
sixteen years or age or younger could proceed satisfactorily "
with very little teaching.
It is only during the past twenty-five years that commend-
able books on advanced bookkeeping have been written by Americans,
Prominent among the writers who will go down in history as pioneer
authors of American works on bookkeeping are
:
Captain Henry Metcalfe, U.S.A. Henry M. Hatfield
H. L. Arnold William Morse Cole
A. Hamilton Church Paul-Joseph Esquere
Clinton E. V/oods Sir Arthur Lowes Dickinson
Colonel Robert H. Montgomery J, Lee Nicholson
Charles E. Sprague Frank E. Webner




= =========____=_- CHAPTER VI }
EVOLUTION OF BOOKKEEPING IN Tui£ SECONDARY SCHOOLS
When the secondary school took form, it patterned itself
largely upon the aims and standards of the private commercial
college. The aims and methods of instruction thus transplanted
I could not be advantageously adjusted in the existing program
]
of studies, which had its basis in a different system of educa-
tional philosophy. In short commercial education suffered in
its transition from the private to the public school. With a
clearer definition of the field, the meeting of more exact aims,
and the raising of standards, business training in public scho<|ls
has won social sanction and with this backing is coming more
and more, to assume the leadership expected of it by the public* (1)
"Prior to 1890 private commercial education completedly
dominated the field of business training. In 1890 about eighty-
five per cent of the total number of pupils in the commercial
courses of public secondary schools were enrolled in the private
insititutions . By 1895 this lead decreased to less than eighty
per cent. During the next five years the proportion of commerc-
ial colleges continued to decrease with the increase in the
public high schools, and in 1900 public schools were training al-
most 43 per cent of the students while the private colleges had
lost about 30 per cent, in 1915 about 47 per cent of the pupils
were enrolled in the public high schools and one year later l
about 53 per cent." (2)
"In 1916 for the first time public secondary schools en-
[1) Jones, E. T. 'Teaching Business Subjects in the Secondary
jSchool" p. Ill I
(2) Marvin, c. h. , '*Commercial Education in Secondary Schools" p. 196

rolled more students in commercial work than the private schools.
While the proportionate lead was not held for the year 1917-1918,
the general tendency shows that public commercial education, a
part of public secondary education, will not only enroll the
greater number of students but will set the aims that willdominate
the entire field." (1)
Present Tendencies in Bookkeeping Subject Matter and Method
Present tendencies in bookkeeping subject matter and
methods are directed not only toward preparing the pupils for
routine office work but also for participation in business it-
self. There is a trend away from the purely vocational aspect
of the subject not only in secondary schools but more especially}
in colleges of commerce. An attempt is being made to give the
pupils a better appreciation of the significance of accounts
from the standpoint of the business man and to have them under-
stand the true function of bookkeeping as a tool of management
and not as an end in itself*
'There are a number of causes that have contributed to
these tendencies. Among these may be mentioned the following:
1. The growing recognition of business as a
profession, which has resulted in the
establishment of colleges of commerce in
all our leading universities. In the
words of President Lowell of Harvard,
business has become the "oldest of the
arts and the newest of the professions.'
2» The growth of business with its specializa-
tion and standardization so that the old-
time bookkeeper, who prepared the business
papers, journalized, posted, took trial
balances, and prepared financial statements.
(1) Ibid p. 197
Ii
is the exception rather than the rule
today. The bookkeeping work is now
done by numerous clerks, each of whom
has his specialized job, while the state-
ments are often prepared by public account-
ants*
3, The higher grade of pupils enrolled in the
commercial department than in previous times," (1)
Present Status of Bookkeeping in the Secondary Schools
Enrollment
Of 3,144,645 pupils enrolled in 16,941 public and private
high schools in 1928, 328,205 pupils or 10.4 per cent, were
registered in the subject of bookkeeping. This compares with
12,4 per cent, or 289,005 pupils out of a total enrollment of
2,325,623 in 15,598 puplic and private high schools, who were
studying bookkeeping in 1922, (2)
With students studying bookkeeping in day and evening
continuation schools, private schools, in vocational high schools,
and in correspondence schools, the grand total of bookkeeping
pupils in the secondary schools is most likely running well
above 550,000, (3)
Trend in 3nrollment
During the past few years, there has been a decline in the
number of students enrolled in the bookkeeping courses in the
schools as compared with the number enrolled for other work,
In 1922, 12 per cent of the total enrollment took bookkeeping.
In 1928, 10 per cent of the public and private high school en-
rollment studied bookkeeping. There was a decrease of 2 per cent
in six years, (4)
tl) Atlee L, Perdy, ^The Bookkeeping Problem in High School pp. 2-^
(2) Unitea States Bureau of Education, "High School Enrollments by
Subject for 1922 and 1928."









'Mh&t is the reason for this decline? Well, not more than
one in fifty calls today is for the old type "bookkeeper," one
who can take charge of a set of books. In a survey taken of
3,567 junior office positions, only thirty-three bookkeeping joli>s
are listed. (1) This is less then 1 per cent. Only 13.6 per cent
of those receiving insturction were employed in bookkeeping work.
In Hartford, Connecticut, 19 cf 1200 positions were bookkeeping
positions. (2)
Business has grown enormously in the past few decades and
accounting systems have changed with its growth. Today a "bool|-
keeper" usually refers to a ledger or entry clerk. He performs
merely a sect ionalized pai-t of the great task. His work has
become increasingly a matter of routine and offers a diminish-
ingly attractive field for the young man who aspires to a large
business success. (3)
A number of businesses have even gone so far as to say that
their bookkeepers do not need to know double-entry bookkeeping. (4)
In a reply to a questionaire sent to employers in South Bend,
Indiana, the office managers stated that it was not absolutely
necessary that their bookkeepers had bookkeeping training, that
30 per cent of them had learned their work on the job. (5)
The reduction of bookkeeping to a mere routine procedure,
where each clerk does only a small part of the bookkeeping, has
brought the bookkeeper into competition with untrained workmen
(1) Lyon, "Education for Business" p. 397
(2) Ash, Frank, "Balancing the Aims of Bookkeeping", Journal of
Business Education, May 1932 pp. lOi-S
(3) Popham, Sstelle, "Continue or Discontinue the Bookkeeping
tJourse", The Balance Sheet, November 1932 pp. 40-43 ^
(4) "Business Education in the Secondary Schools", Bulletin, 19l|9
Number 55
(6) Diliev u "some Aspect of the Vocational Value of Book-
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with correspondingly low salaries.
Another reason for the deci'e^e in enrollment in the high
schools is because bookkeeping is being done more and more by
machines •
Although bookkeeping enrollment is declining, it will nevej
be taken from the school curriculum. Bookkeeping has many othei
values besides the purely vocational. The pupil is taught to
act in an orderly, systematic pattern of responses. He also
develops the habit of concentration ana thoroughness. He knows
that he has a double check on everything in his books and he
can find his error if he only tries. The pupil of bookkeeping
will see a gr-eater need of accuracy and proof than he has felt
in any other subject. In the longer practice sets, the power
of sustained attention will be developed. Benson, Lough,
Skinner, ana West in their "Psychology for Teachers" say,
•^Bookkeeping increases the ability to think as much as the
study of mathematics or the classics, and in some cases even
more.'* (1)
Since education is a preparation for life, bookkeeping is
regarded by some authorities as a course important enough to
be made compulsory for all high school pupils because of its
value in business training. The real pupose of bookkeeping
instruction is the teaching of business and the development of
business habits. (2)
Jones states that bookkeeping should be an introduction
to the problems of business an- should be the foundation of all
Cl) Benson, Lough, Skinner, and West, "Psychology for Teachers'^ p. 65





training for business and as such, two years should be required
of all students. The high school should treat only fundamental
principles and no specialized phases, (1)
F, C, Darrow says—"A knowledge of business relations and
the ability to understand and to solve the problems of business
should result from the educational, disciplinary, and cultural
side of commercial education which must be liberalized." (2)
After some observation of our complex industrial and com-
mercial life of today, and taking into consideration the envi-
ronment into which our high school graduates will go, it seems
that a course in bookkeeping in immediate things, is one of the
greatest aids our boys and girls will have in making that adjustlf-
ment which must be made sooner or later after leaving the guid-
ance of the high school (3)
It is hardly possible to engage in the complex life of to-
day without an understanding of the principles of business. A
bookkeeping student who understands the profit and loss state-
ment is not the person who has to hire someone to make out his
income tax report. He can read a bank statement intelligently.
He knows something about the value of certain stocks after a
study of the corporation statements. He should be able, without
assistance, to make a statement which the bank requires before
it will lend money.
The period of depression is fast turning the popular at-
tention from science to business.
(1) Jones, C. T., 'Teaching Business in the Secondary School"
(2) Darrow, F. C, "Practical and Cultural Values in Teachin^j-
Bookkeeping", The Balance Sheet, March, 1928 pp. 30-33
Neis, James, "The Objective and Method in Bookkeeping", The
Balance Sheet, May 1928 pp. 20-24
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Lines of promotion for boy office workers in a retail store (



























































































A Oomparison of Boys and Girls Enrolled in Bookkeeping
The enrollment in a Trenton, New Jersey high school was
as follows:
School Year Bookkeeping Per cent Per cent
Enrollment of of
Boys Girls
1927-1928 18,081 38.1 61.9
1923-1924. . 13,429 36.8 63.2
1919-1920 10,716 35.6 64.4
1915-1900 9,965 47.3 52.7 (1)
By these statistics one can see that in 1920, in the bookkeepingj
courses there were 35.6 per cent boys and 64.4 per cent girls.
It is interesting to compare this with the proportionate per
ients of men and women engaged as bookkeepers and cashiers in
1920. There were approximately 43.9 per cent men and 56.1 per
cent women bookkeepers. (2)
Grace Coyle of New York shows that during the period be-
tween 1910 to 1920 there was an increase of 2.5 per cent in men
bookkeepers and an increase of 88.3 per cent increase in women
bookkeepers. (3) This shows that the New Jersey high school
trends follow the trends of the country as a whole. There is
an increase of women in the bookkeeping business field; therefore,
there is an increase of girls - enrollment in bookkeeping courses
in high schools. This fact also shows that the women are find-
ing another field which is welcoming them.
In 1873 Christopher Latham Sholes invented the typewriter.
Sholes said: "I feel that I have done something for the women
who have always had to work so hard. This will enable them
(1) Lomax c<nd Agnew, 'Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping " p» 0 |
(2) Data compiled by Louis A. Rbe , assistant in Secondary ed-
ucation at New jersey State Department of Public Instruction
(3) Coyle, Grace, "Present Trends" p. 14

the invention of the typewriter was only sixty years ago and
this emancipated the women. Does it seem possible that sixty
years ago Lhe only two callings for women were, that of a
school teacher and a nurse I
Why is it that women have been so slow? It is because of I
astringent customs and prejudices, which were unreasonable as
many are, but were universally accepted.
General Francis Elias Spinner, born in Mohawk, New York,
a suburb of Ilion, was treasurer of the United States under
president Lincoln and remained as treasurer till June 30, 1875
•
j
When he took his office he found the situation similar to the
condition prevailing during the World War. The men had gone to
war in such vast numbers that there was everywhere a scarcity
of workers, and General Spinner conceived the idea of employing
women as government clerks. This was a startling innovation
in those days; nevertheless several hundred women were appointed
to govern«ment clerkships through his agency. The grateful
women of the time afterwards remembered General Spinner's efforts,
and a statue of him was erected by the women of the Departments
of the Government, and now stands in Herkimer, New York. On
the pedestal of the statue are General Spinner's words; "The
fact that I was instrumental in introducing women to employment
in the offices of the Government gives me more real satisfaction
than all the other deeds of my life.'* (1)
However, women had to work hard and sedulously to break
down the barrier that custom placed before them. Thus, many







suffered, which in our day is hard to understand,
Grace Greenwood, the authoress, tells of a letter she re-
ceived from one of the women workers saying: '^Would you work
for nothing, board yourself, and be lied about?"
Such was the world's attitude sixty years age concerning
women's work. Today the business man could not get along with-
out his girl stenographer and typist* She is needed, thus that
ancient barrier of conservatism and prejudice has fallen.
The typist has blazed the path by which other women can
enter every department of but;iness which they are readily doing*
As the following statistics show women are increasing in great
numbers in the bookkeeping field, but have not full power of
that field as they have of the secretarial field.
Columns in outline represent men and boys; those in black, women
and girls, A classification of 2,306 clerical and administrative

































Percentage distribution of non-administrative positTons m
ffice work held by men and women in Cleveland, 1912-15.
,955 positions for men and 2,747 for women

The essential difference between boy*s work and girl*s '|
work is--a boy*s work is unified and is a definite, separate,.
|
i
responsible part of the business, usually in line for promotion ij
to some other clerkship; the girl's work is usually miscellan-
eous unrelated jobs and not a preparation for specific promotion.
The future makes way for girls, though it does not invite "
them. Figures for the whole country show an upward trend for
women in the business field. (1)
An Experiment in Segregation of the Sexes
in one general high school in New York City, an experiment'
has been made in segregating the sexes in commercial courses.
Following is the reply of the principal under date of March
19, 1912,
"Referring to yours of the 13th instant, I beg to say
that before the segregation of the sexes in our commercial de-
partment 41 per cent of the boys who entered would leave before
the end of the first term. Since we have made a commercial
course adapted to the requirements of boys, only 8 per cent
leave during the tern, and of this 8 per cent seven eighths
leave the commercial course to enter the regular four-year
course." (2)
In general high schools, the segregation of the ccmmercia!
pupils into a commercial department is recommended. This de-
partment should i^roduce as nearly as possible the separate
special commercial schools, and the sexes should be separated
for efficiency and for vocational reasons. The boys should
(1) Stevens, Bertha, "Boys and Girls in Commercial Work" p. 32




pursue a course as nearly as possible like that of the best
special commercial schools for boys, and the girls should be
given a course founded upon the best models for girls.
The city of Cleveland has a high school of commerce for
boys and girls; but the sexes pursue different courses, each
suited to the needs of the sex. (1)
Grade Distribution of the Bookkeeping Enrollment in the Secondary School
"In the state of New Jersey, of the 18,081 bookkeeping pupils
enrolled in the public high schools in 1927-1928, the following
is the grade distribution as compared with that of 9,965 bookkeep-











, . 5fo ,
(2)
As for the New Jersey enrollment the peak has shifted from
grade IX in 1915-1916 to grade X in 1927-1928. "The trend seems|
to be in line with the need of more mature and better qualified
students to stuay a subject that is tending to become more com-
plicated in accordance with a more complex business situation.** <3)
U\ Thompson, P. V., Commercial Education in Public Secondary
^ Schools" p. 35
(2) Data compiled by Louis Rice, assistant in secondary education.
New Jersey State Department of Public Instruction
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EVOLUTION OF BOOKKEEPING IN Tx.E JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
In the last decade or so, rapid changes have taken place in
our industrial, commercial, and business worlds* They grew so far
!|
apart from our schools that the school systems have been func-
tioning in a very inefficient manner,
H. E. Ten Eyck says: "About one pupil in ten remains in
school beyond the eighth grade; only one in twenty is graduated
from high school; and about one in a hundred is graduated from
a college or a university. Our schools formerly did very littld
to fit the masses to meet the exacting requirements of the
business and industrial worlds. The courses of study were en-
tirely inadequate to fit a pupil for the highly specialized worW
required of both office and shop employees. To meet these re-
quirements more adequately commercial and vocational education
were introduced into our high schools. Teacher training courses
and business administration departments were introduced into
colleges,'* (1)
About 20 years ago the 6-3-3 plan of the secondary school
program was introduced into this country. Through the means
of the junior high school, it was hoped to induce pupils to
remain in school until they at least completed the ninth grade.
The subjects in the curriculum were so cnanged as to induce
pupils to remain in school until they at least cOinpleted the
ninth grade. The program was adjusted to help prepare these
pupils earlier and more adequately for life--thus the vocational
and commercial training courses were offered in the junior high
(1) H. E. Ten Eyck, •Commercial Education in Junior High School"




In the first stage the subjects from the senior high school
commercial courses were merely shifted into the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades. These subjects usually consisted of such subi|
jects as shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, and commercial law.
It was soon found that the subject matter was not adpated to courses
in these grades, for the pupils were too young. It was further
found that there was little demand for the service of these
children because they were too young to occupy positions requir^
ing the responsibilities and duties for which they had been
trained.
In the second stage there was an attempt to make more pracj
tical the academic subjects already taught in the junior high
school. The word "Commercial" was therefore attached to the names
of some of the academic subjects to make them sound more attrac-
tive to the pupils. From this evolution came such subjects as
commercial arithmetic, commercial geography, and business English.
However, these courses were simply an adaptation of the existing
courses and were scarcely more desirable than the courses intro-
duces in the first stage.
In the third stage there were many attempts to mix business
practice with other subjects. This was an experimental stage and
courses were usually exploratory in nature. This stage marked
the beginning of constructive progress inadapting subjects to
the junior high school curriculum. There were two main diffi-
culties in this program.
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1. Business men were not in favor of employ-
ing such young children for office pos-
itions of responsibility.
2. While the special training was given it
was depriving the pupils of more fun-
damental training of good citizenship
and social efficiency. "The training
failed to prepare adequately the pupils
for immediate employment and for future
economic and social problems." (1)
The fourth and present stage is characterized by the emphasis
placed on general informational courses in the eighth and ninth
j
grades. These courses are introduced along with more of the
social studies such as general science, commercial geography,
history, and civics. The vocational training courses are sel-
dom offered until the ninth grade and even then they are usually
elective. (2) Those who will drop out of school at the end of
the ninth grade or who will pursue the commercial course in the
senior high school are given more vocational preparation.
Mr. E. D. Slinker Director of Cceimercial Education, Des
Moines, Iowa, with the aid of a group of commercial teachers
made an extensive survey (of business-training courses) over
a three-year period. This survey covered all the junior com-
mercial occupations in the industrial and business institutions
in Des Moines. The purpose of the survey was to determine the
proper contents of a course along business lines which, while
affording some basis for helping junior high school pupils to
judge ana choose a career, will also be helpful to pupils in
all walks of life. Prom this survey Mr. Slinker prepared an
outline for General Business Information Courses for Junior High:
(1) H. E. Ten Eyck, "Commercial Education in Junior High School
The Balance Sheet, December 1931 pp, 135-137
(2) Kitson, Harry "Commercial Education in Secondary Schools"
t«
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School* This outline can be found in The Balance Sheet for
December 1931 under "Commercial Education in Junior High School"
by H. E. Ten Eyck.
An occupational survey was made by Mr. W. L. Conner and
Mr. Floyd Jones of Cleveland, Ohio. It constituted a first-
hand study of office jobs occupied commonly by pupils of junior
high school age. It was found that 56.4. per cent of all commercial
workers were engaged in clerical occupations, while 23,2 per cent
of them were engaged in stenography, typewriting, and bookkeep-
ing combined. A survey of school records showed that less than 40
per cent of the nlth grade pupils finish high school. Of the
60 per cent which drop out, half of them enter industries and
the other half take office positions.
The survey showed nine different classes of clerical occu-
pations with distinct duties in each classification as follows:
Clerical Occupations
General Clerical Duties Duties
Business papers and forms 112
Mailing duties 48
Filing duties. ... o 18
Personal service duties to employers. 26
Filing and indexing 8
Meeting and handling people.... 27
Editorial duties 33
Financial and bookkeeping duties 141
In the past a bookkeeper was nothing but a bookkeeeper. But
the bookkeeper today has many more duties besides bookkeeping.
I^Hence. one must be equipped for the journey in a way to enable
jiim to meet any and all contingencies, in so far as such pre-





Therefore junior business training must in the future make
their courses general rather than specific, informational and
instructive as to general principles governing business opera-
tions as a whole rather than too detailed or too elaborate in its
treatment of specific vocations.
The majority of texts and other material today no longer
stress the detailed routine of various '^jobs". Today's textbooks
stress the general rather than the narrowly vocational utility i
i
of the information they present, and of the training they purport
to give.
Both textbooks and supplementary material in junior high
work toaay, are increasingly attempting:
1. "to have the material cover a field as
broad as the ever-widening scope of the
field of business opportunity
2. '*to present problems and utilize forms
which not only are standard in the
actual business world today but which
also, through their nature or because
of long use are little likely to be-
come obsolete." (1)
i
(l) Garryl Nelson Thnrber, **Present Trenas in Junior Business





EVOLUTION 0? BOOKKEEPING IN THE COLLSGE
During the early history of high school commercial educa-
tion, the commercial department seemed to be the one division
of public secondary education not controlled by the college.
The college seemed to ignore it. Bat in recent years cognizance
has been taken of commercial work, and at present we find that
the secondary commercial course comes in direct touch with the
college in three ways.
!• The growing demand for college-trained
commercial teachers*
2, Allowing credit on college subjects
3. The entrance requirements of collegiate
schools (1)
The "colleges" founded prior to 1860 were organized to
offer a meagre clerical training to those wishing to enter minoij
positions as clerks and bookkeepers. There were no textbooks.
The subject matter was dictated from the experience of the instruc-
tor, and the equipment was usually a single room having a few
chairs and a desk. Only the unusual demand for clerical training
could have held this early work together, it was so poorly or-
ganized and incompletely presented. (2)
The first institution in the United States to give commercial
education of a college grade was the Wharton School of Finance
of the University of Pennsylvania. It was opened in 1881 but a
four-year course was not instituted until 1895. Even before
the organization of the Wharton School efforts were made to
(i; waiters, k. G. "High School Commercial Education " p» -^g4=
(2) Marvin, C. H. "Commercial Education in Secondary Schools" p. 205

inaugurate a course in commerce at the University of V/isconsin,
but a definite experiment was not made there until 1900, The
University of California instituted a college of commerce in
1889, and although the first years of its history were rather
discouraging, it has since 1902 developed very rapidly. At
about the same time courses in commerce were inaugurated in
the University of Chicago, the University of Illinois, New York!
University, and Dartmouth College. At present the majority of
our state universities, as well as a large number of small colleges,
are offering well-defined courses in commerce and business ad-
ministration.
The collegiate course in commerce is an expression of the
need for professional training for business executiv\es, a need
which the colleges of arts and sciences completely ignored;
the secondary school of business resulted from the need for the
technical training for office work. The college course emphasizes
economic principles; the secondary school emphasizes clerical
technique. (1)




EVOLUTION OF CLASS PROCBDURE
The methods, of course, vary with the different teachers.
One ne:hoa might work excellently with one teacher where the
same methods used by another teacher might prove disastrous.
The methods also vary according to schools. The same method
of procedure that is used in college cannot be used in the high
school and vice versa. In taking up the following methods, I
have in mind the procedure in the secondary school.
Lecture Method for Bookkeeping
This method should be accompanied by numerous demonstrations
on the board. In the past it has not been found a success in
the secondary school, although it is very successful as a colleg^
m^hod. Through use the following advantages and disadvantages
have been derived.
The Advantages of the Lecture Method
1. It provides discussion and illustrates theory
on the subject.
2. The teacher is able to emphasize the impor-
tant things in the lesson.
3. The teacher can tie up thelesson with pre-
vious ground covered.
4. It is possible to cover much ground in a
short time.
5. It may be conbined with other methods ad-
vantageously.
The Disadvantages of the Lecture Method





2. The student is not capable of taking
notes
•
3. It is apt to be over the heads of the
pupils*
4. It is difficult to keep the interest
of the class.
5. There is no class rivalry.
6. There is only one point of view. (1)
The Group or Qlass Method
In this method the teacher has divided the class up in
groups and has given them a certain amount of work which they
as a group have to accomplish. Some variation of this method
should be used in all classes. Through use the following
advantages and disadvantages have been derived.
The Advantages of the Group Method
1. The students can take part by asking ques-
tions and answering. This promotes pupil
activity, which is so greatly desired, for
with this comes spontaneous attention. As
psychologists tell us, with spontaneous at-
tention learning is at its highest peak. (2)
2. Economy and efficiency are derived.
3. Students are kept together.
4. Dull students are helped by discussion
of the brighter students.
5. A teacher can prepare a model lesson.
The Disadvantages of the Group Method
-
1. It emphasizes the subject rather than the
pupil
•
2. It does not take into consideration the
differences in pupils.
(1) Lomax and Agnew, '•Problems of teaching Bookkeeping" p. 160
(2) Monroe, "Educational Psychology" pp. 494-495

3. Those that are absent or late find it
difficult to make up the work. (1)
The Individual Instruction Method
This method is advantageous for the dull pupil. Her© the
teacher works individually with each pupil, Questions are
answered individually, and help is given individually. Usually
a question which is asked by one pupil in class is a point that
has been bothering a number of pupils, who perhaps have been too
timid to ask for its clarity. This method is very tiresome on
the teacher for the same question will be asked over and over
by various pupils. Through use the following advantages and
disadvantages have been derived.
The Advantages of the Individual Instruction Method
1. Pupils can enter everyday. Bryant & Stratton and Bur-
detts in Boston use this method, chiefly because of
this reason and the following reason.
2, The instruction can be suited to the individual need,
thus, the pupil is not held back or hurried,
*3, The pupil has to think for himself,
|
4, It stimulates self-activity.
Some variation of this system must be used where pupils
are admitted daily. This method came from the private business
schools. (2)
The Disadvantages of the Individual Instruction Method
1. The pupil is left to his own devices.
(Some schools have overcome this defect by the use
of a card system.)
j
2. The spur of the teacher is lacking.
^
I
3. The teacher is only a checker. |











4. A teacher can give a class far more than an individual.
It is impossible to give a model lesson to each
individual pupil.
5. It wastes the time and energy of the teacher.
6. It lacks the personality and enthusiasm of the teacher.




This method is a way of assigning work rather than a method
of conducting a class. It is a variation of the Individual In-
struction Method, The chief idea back of it is an incentive to
go ahead as fast as one can. It also takes into consideration
the individual differences.
The Contract Method is practically a new method being tried
out in bookkeeping. The forerunner cf it was the Dalton Plan,
which briefly is that the pupils work as individuals to get the
work done and they assume the responsibility of getting the
work done.
There are a few advantages of this method, for use has not
yet had time enough to severely test and grade it.
The Objectives of the Contract Method
1. To teach the student to plan his work and
use his initiative ability.
2. To establish standards of work.
3. To adjust the assignments to the varying
ability of the students.
Levels of Ability
(a) To establish a minimum for slow pupils.
(b) To provide enriched problems for brighter
pupils.







(c) To provide opportunity to work up to their
cTapac ity
(d) To teach pupils to seek for new knowledge
and problems.
The Advantages of the Contract Method
1. The bright or ambitious student will work to
his full capacity,
2. The assignment is definite and printed,
3. The student works on a contract similar to
that of a job. It resembles actual life more
than the daily assignment,
4. The slow students do not become so discouraged
under this plan and seem to progress as well,
if not better, than under the daily assign-
ment plan.
5. Student's become more self-reliant. Their at-
titude is entirely different. They seem to
have a purpose in view.
The Disadvantages of the Contract Method
1, Recitations lack class discussion and become
nothing but a program of grading student's
work v/hich they have completed.
2. In order to have the ideal class, students should
not be carrying more work than they can master.
Those carrying only a few subjects will always
finish the contract far in advance of the others.
3. The contract system of teaching bookkeeping adds
work to the teachers. For an example: a poor
student hands in his work of inferior quality;
the teacher corrects it and returns it to the
student to do again. This paper again comes
before the teacher for grading,
4. Students sometimes put off doing their work be-
cause they think they have plenty of time for
completing the contract. They then fail to
complete the contract. (1)
It has been proved that one of these methods used ex-
clusively is advantageous. There are always a few pupils in a
(1) Gross, John "Summary of the Contract Method of Teaching
Bookkeeping", The Balance Sheet, February, 1932
Pages 233-236

class who drag behind. For these pupils the Individual Method
should be used.
Many of the private schools are coming to the Group or
Class Method rather than the Individual Method. If they use
the new textbooks on bookkeeping, they will have to change from
the Individual method. (1)
The ideal way of teaching bookkeeping would be to combine
all methods having the Group Method predominate.
Graphs and Diagrams in Bookkeeping
In the past graphs and diagrams have been used in all
phases of mathematics except bookkeeping. Now bookkeeping is
sta-'ting to take advantage of them.
One might ask, how can they be used in bookkeeping. A
graph could be used to show the results of a Balance Sheet, for
example taking a Balance Sheet and making a graph of it—
—
PROFIT
Graphs can readily be used to show gross sales or for a com-
parison of two years of business. In business, graphs are often
prepared to show the result of a year's business or for com-
parison of one sort with another.
Another advantage is that graphs help the eye-minded pupil
tremendously, for he can see the relation of things and tie then





clearer because of the visual aid.
Diagrams are also important in bookkeeping for the same
reasons as graphs. Diagrams can be excellently used in the
clarification of completed parts. Closing entries to most
classes is extremely difficult. If a teacher could present her
lesson on closing entries and follow it up with exercises and
drills, then ask her class to make a diagram of what happens
in the process of closing entries, her pupils, I am sure, would
understand them much better.
James 0. McKinsey, in his book called "McKinsey's Bookkeeping"
offers a clever diagram, which presents a synoptic view of the
year's work. (It is presented on the following page.) The
way this diagram should be used in the classroom--The teacher
places the diagram, or one similar to it, on the board. Then,
as an assignment, asks the class to make a diagram (of different
style) covering all the things which they have taken up during the
year. The advantage of this is that the pupil has to work it
out for himself, thus by compiling and organizing this material
he unconsciously becomes aware of the relation of one item to
another, and so receives a synoptic view of the year's work.
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* CLOSING ENTRIES *




(1) The Bfidance Sheet, 'Principles of Bookkeeping Remain the Same




In the past examining and grading were done bv use of the
traditional examination. This type examination has proved itself
very dissatisfactory because of its 'subjectivity."
During recent years there has come into the field to test-
ing a new measurement device which is called the •new-type" or
"objective" test. (1) It is called an objective test because it
was brought into existence largely in an effort to reduce the
subjectivity in the traditional testing. It is a well-known
fact that teachers *s judgments differ widely in the grading of
papers. Several studies have been made in which exact copies
of examinations have been submitted to large numbers of teachers
for grading, and in every case the grades given by the teachers
have varied from poor failing grades to a high passing grade.
Individual differences among teachers possibly account for this
condition. A remedy for this situation is to give tests, where
scoring by teachers *s judgments will not enter. The new-type
test is the pioneer test on the field of objectivity.
Now all tests and examinations are described as either
traditional or new-type tests. The terra traditional test in
general education is applied to all essay or discussion tests
and examinations, "in which pupils are asked to discuss, explain
describe, summarize, or do something else which requires the
writing of sentences, paragraphs, or longer units." (2)
The term new-type tests or objective tests is appliea to
all tests or examinations in which pupils's responses are very
(1) Ruch, G. M. , "The Objective or New-Type Examination" Chapter! VlII
(2) Odell, C. V/. , "Traditional Examinations ana New-Type Test" p. 120

short, "being check marks, underlinings
,
crosses, figures, single
words, or other responses which require a minimum. (1) In
business education practice sets in bookkeeping are included
under traditional tests.
|
Practice sets and blank books in bookkeeping are usually
marked subjectively unbeknown by the instructor. The best way
to mark these books is to have the pupils complete a month of
their practice set and then have them assume that they are book-
keepers and are requested to meet with the board of directors and
supply to them accounting information which they must find quickly
in their books. Under this plan the pupils are given a practice-
set test in the new-type form. In writing the test they make
full use of their own practice set. Each question in the test
is in short-answer form and can be answered only by consulting
the blank books. The practice-set test measures the accuracy
of their records, but t: e emphasis is on how much they really
understand of what is in their blank books. In this way the
practice-set test is completely objective and can be scored
easily, quickly, accurately, ana does away with its previous
evil--3UBJECTIVITY.
If one interrogates the test expert as to the criteria of




If the same question was asked the classroom teacher the
I
(l) Oaell, G. vif. , ''Traditional Examinations and New-Type Test^p . 121

1, ease of administrating
2. economy of time
3. diagnostic values
4. ease of scoring
5. ease of making comparison
6. cost (1)
Professor A. Carlson of Whitewater, Wisconsin, gives an
excellent form for Commercial Test and Measurements,
1. The Uses of Tests in Business Education:
1. For Prognosis and Educational Guidance
2. For Diagnosis and Remedial Instruction
3. For Motivation
4. As Study Guides
5. As a Method of Drill
6. To Determine Standards of Goals
?• As a Basis for Educational Administration
8. As a Basis for Reports




4. Ease of Administration
5. Economy of time
6. Diagnostic Values
7. Ease of Scoring
8. Ease of Making Comparisons
9. Cost
3. Classification of Tests according to Uses:
1. Prognostic and Aptitude Test
















4. Classification of Objective Tests according to Testing
techniques
:
1. True-False, Yes-No, Right-Wrong
2. Multiple-Choice or Best Answer
3. Matching





5, Interpreting Test Results:
1. Scores and Ranks
§
percentile Scores
Marks and Marking Systems (1)
The Advantages of the New-Type Tests
1. They are more objective and thus tend to eliminate
personal opinion,
2. They make possible a more extensive sampling of the
course in a given period of time than does the "written"
examination.
3. They compel the student to be brief and definite.
4. They may be quickly and accurately graded.
5. They have been experimentally proved to be "more valid
and reliable than the essay type of test per unit of
actual working time." (2)
It might be noted that the advantages named for the new-
type test might be reversed and be the disadvantages of the old
type test.
The Disadvantages of the New-Type Tests I
1. They afford little chance, if any, to organize learning
with reference to problem solving situations. The new-type
tests examine more or less isolated details of learning
rather than the organization and the functional use of
these aetails. Learning must take the latter form
befoi^e it tends to have living value in practical every-
day expericences . This consideration alone would seem
to warrant the continued use of the "written" exam-
ination.
(1) Ruah,- G. M. , and Stoddard, G. D., "Tests and Measurements in
High School Instruction" p. 271
(J) Louis Fisher, Statistician of the Boston Public Schools
r(
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2. They tend "to become highly factual and to place a
premium on numerous minor details of the course in-
stead of an emphasis on relatively few important and
more inclusive phases. "(1)
As was noted in connection with the advantages given above,
the disadvnatages of the new-type tests may also be reversed so
that they really state the advantages of the old type of test.
Need for Using Both Types
This statement of adviantages and disadvantages seems to
indicate that while the new-type examination has some decided
advantages, it also has some very serious limitations. It seems,
then, if a well-rounded measuring program is to be carried out,
it is necessary to make use of both types of tests.
|
"There are many phases of bookkeeping learning that may be
measured by a test that simply calls for definite answers which
are either right or wrong. Such phases may well be tested by
the use of the n^w-types or objective test. Ij
The stuay of bookkeeping involves problem solving and the abil-
ity to meet new situations. Usually this phase of bookkeeping
learning can be measured by the use of the traditional test,
where definite problems can be set and the pupil required to work
out satisfactory solutions." (2)
STMDARDIZED TESTS
Up to this time there has been no standardized test in
bookkeeping. "Some tests are being standardized and in the
future probably many will be," (3)
In order to standardize a test, we must have norms for it.
"The norms established for a standardized test imply the accept-
(1) Lomas and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping" pp. 24b»G
(2) Ibid p. 247




ance of certain educational objectives which are uniform for all
teachers in the field ooverd by the test." (1) |
In bookkeeping as in many other subjects there are no widely
accepted standardized set of objectives and aims in terms of
which standardized tests may be constructed. "While some of the
available tests will be of value to some teachers, much of the
measurement of bookkeeping teaching results will have to be uone
by the use of an informal or unstandardized test constructed
by the bookkeeping teacher or supervisor to fit his own situa-
tion. " (2)
Available New Type Test
1. '^Bookkeeping Achievement Tests," by C. E. Bowman.
Six tests, based on Bowman and Percy's, "Principles
of Bookkeeping and Business" (Elementary Course).
American Book Company, New York City. Tests designed
to be given after completing certain chapters in the
textbooks
•
2. "Elwell-Fowlkes Bookkeeping Test," by F. H. Elwell
and J. B. Fowlkes. World Book Company, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York. Two tests, each with two forms,
not based on any specific textbook. Tests aesigned
to be given at the end of each semester. I
3. "Bookkeeping Tests, " by Paul A. Carlson. South-Westeri
Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Several Series,
based on "20th Century Bookkeeping" and also on "Mc-
kinley's Bookkeeping." Tests designed to be given
after certain chapters in these textbooks.
4. "Bookkeeping Tests," by Jackson, Sanders, and Sproul.
Ginn & Company, Boston, Several series of tests,
preparea primarily for use with the authors 's books,
"Bookkeeping and Business Knowledge." Tests designed
to be given after completing certain chapters in the
text •
[1) '.'/alter, S., "Directing Learning in the High School" pp. 494-J




EVOLUTION OF BOOKICBEPING IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL (CONT«)
The place of bookkeeping in the high school
In what grade should bookkeeping be put? This question
has been argued upon many many times and a definite conclusion
has not been reached.
As for the length of time that bookkeeping is required
in the commercial curriculum of four-year public high schools,
Lyon found that 49.5 per cent of 121 schools that he studied
required two years of the subject, 14 per cent three years,
and 11.5 per cent one year. (1) Counts in his investigation
of the senior high school curriculum of 15 representative
cities of this country discovered that bookkeeping "is ordi-
narily found in the second or third year, although in a
number of instances it is confined to the fourth year.** (2)
He also found that of the total recitation time devoted to
commercial subjects 22.9 per cent was assigned to bookkeep-
ing. (3)
Bookkeeping in various high schools




Bookkeeping ------ — -5
Third year
Bookkeeping --------5
(1) Lyon, Leverett S., "Education for Susines^^^p .^yy
(2) Counts, George S., "The Senior High School Curriculum'* p. 95























Bookkeeping II ----- 5
Fourth year (twelfth)
Bookkeeping III ----- 5





Bookkeeping (not an elective) 5
(c
Third year
Stenography or bookkeeping 5
Fourth year
Stenography or bookkeeping 5




Bookkeeping -------- -5- - - - -5
The following high schools were examined for:-
1. The time given to bookkeeping.
2. Its place in the curriculum.
3. Was it given both semesters or one?
4. How many teachers?
Law ton High School
Lawton, Oklahoma
1. Two years
2. II - 12 grades
3. Both semesters
4. One commercial teacher was full time. Other





2. 10 - 11 grades
3. Both semesters





!• Tenth grade and first semester of the eleventh
2, Tenth and eleventh grade
2. Tenth grade both semesters
Eleventh grade first semester
4» Seven regular teachers
In the past, two years of commercial work were offered
at the end of the high school course. Only those who were
able to continue through the four year program were permitted
to get commercial training. The result of this type of com-
mercial education was that the large majority of boys and
girls who had any claim on public school education were denied
the privilege of getting it. The private school offering
commercial training greatly profited by the public school pro-
gram.
"The evolution of commercial education seems to be
bringing us at this time to a new and better conception of
boys and girls who desire instruction in commercial subjects,
by placing commercial work at the beginning of the course in
high school. The subject matter was adapted to the stage of
maturity of the pupils, the more difficult and technical com-
mercial subjects being postponed to the latter part of the
high school course. Such a plan seems to meet more adequately
the needs of the high school course and the needs of all the
pupils who resort to our high schools looking for the advan-
tages possible under ihe limitations of time, capacity, and
arm
maturity." (1)
Bookkeeping according to Lomax is a more difficult
subject and has been shifted from Grade IX in 1915-1916 to
Grade X in 1927-1928. 'This trend seems to be in line with
the need of more mature and better qualified students to
study a subject that is tending to become more complicated
in accordance with a more complex business practice situation,
(2)
Bookkeeping Aims
The aims in bookkeeping have changed because of a higher
grade of pupils, also because of changing business conditions.
The majority of the pupils of bookkeeping in the
past were studying it in order to make a living by it, and
only the minority went on with bookkeeping for advanced study.
The trend has now reversed and the majority of the pupils are
going on for further study while the minority leave school.
Professor Percy of Boston University gives the follow-
ing aims for bookkeeping:
To give the pupils:
1. Knowledge of bookkeeping principles and business
practice
2. (a) Familiarity with business terms;
(b) Familiarity with language of business and of
the subject of bookkeeping;
(c) Familiarity with business papers.
3. A good knowledge of recordative bookkeeping.
(1) C. C. Fontaine, '*Ways to Better Teaching in tne secondary
Schools'* p. 30
(2) Lomax and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping"p .5
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4, The ability to interpret bookkeeping records
and reports
•
5, Preparation for a more advanced study of the
subject
•
6, Orderly and systematic habits*
The aims as put forth by Harry J, Jellineck of Kenwood
School, in Bayonne , New Jersey, are,
To give pupils a knowledge of the principles of
management which govern the conduct of prudent
men in their business affairs, and a realization
of the value of business affairs, and a realiza-
tion of the value of business reports and records
as a means of providing information which is
essential for the application of these principles
2. To teach sound concepts of assets, capital, lia-
bilities, profit and loss,
3. To teach the construction, classification, and
interpretation of accounts, financial reports,
and statements, and the use and purpose of the
standard bookkeeping devices.
4. To make the pupil familiar with the use, form,
and content of standard business documents,
5. To study different types of business organiza-
tion in their economic, legal, and social
aspects.'* (1)
(l) Culture and Commercial Education by Harry J. Jellineck
The Balance Sheet May 1930 pp.230-4
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In a recent article in the Journal of Accountancy,
Professor Jackson of Stanford University stated: "Two sepa-
rate and distinct schools of thoughthave grown up — the
older school maintaining that the business student must be
trained so that upon graduation he will be able to step right
into business and perform his work efficiently and satisfac-
torily, and the newer school believing that all a student can
be expected to learn is something of the general principles
of business and the sources of business information, and that
when he starts in business he must begin at the bottom. The
former school aims to train the student for what he will be
called upon to do immediately after graduation; the latter
school believes that the student should be trained for what
he will be called upon to do five or ten years after he has
been graduated. The former school, in most cases at least,
attempts to turn out technical experts in bookkeep-
ing, and so forth; the latter school has as its chief goal the
training of business executives.'* (1)
It certainly is not the task of the high school to train
business executives. The secondary school in business has
always belonged to the first group and will no doubt continue
to do so. It was the demand on the part of business, for
young men and women trained so that they could step right out
into a business office and perform their work efficiently
in other words, keep a set of books satisfactorily that
led to the establishment of the first private business
(l) Journal Accountancy, Professor Jackson of Standford Universi




schools. This training was later extended to the high schools
for the same reason, and more recently to the colleges,
although the colleges of commerce constitute the second group
referred to by Professor Jackson*
"There is a tendency in some quarters for the high
schools to imitate too much the colleges of ccmmerce, not only
in the organization of the subject matter to be taught, but
also in the methods of presentation. While it is very desirable
for high schools to broaden the content of their bookkeeping
course, place the courses on a better teaching basis, etc.,
the pendulum should not be allowed to swing too far from the
original purpose of these courses, as seems to have been done
in some schools where technical phases of the work have been
ignore! entirely too much. Many schools have adopted as their
objective, general business training and cultural education
rather than training of bookkeepers, and in so doing they have
neglected the technical phases of the subject entirely. The
high school should hold to the middle ground and while broaden-
ing and strengthening the course should still insist upon
mechanical excellence in bookkeeping, if such a term may be
permitted." (1)
As the above will show, the aims vary with schools.
There are two fundamental aims which should always remain con«
stant whether the teachers, schools, or subjects vary.
Those are:
1, Help those pupils who are going to leave,
(1) "The Bookkeeping Problem in High School", Atlee L, Percy p

2* Give a foundation for those pupils who are
going on.
In order to cover these two aims a teacher should not
cover too much ground but what is covered should be done
thoroughly.
Approaches to Bookkeeping
Specific Bookkeeping approaches today are:
1, Journal Method
2, Account Method
3, Books of Entry Method
4, Balance Sheet or Equation Method
One of the oldest methods of bookkze^ing in this country
was taken from Jones's "English Bookkeeping" (England), This
method was put forth in detail previously in this thesis
•
Briefly, it was bringing the business routine as far as possible
into the school room. Here buying and selling was transacted
among the pupils in a business-like way. All transactions wer©
recorded and payment was made according to the instruction
given in the book, which was sometimes in cash, drafts, and
checks. At the end of a certain period the pupil was to make
a trial balance and a profit and loss statement, IVhen this
as accomplished, it was brought up to the teacher and she
would look up in her key and find out if the amount corresponded
with the amount in the key. If it did; then the pupil was given
another set to work on. If it did not check with the key, the
pupil was sent back to find his mistake. The teacher in this

classroom was not an instructor but simply a corrector^ The
instruction the pupil received was from the book and not
from the teacher. The method was soon given up until now
practically no school uses it»
The oldest of the four main approaches today is the
Journal Method. From 1850-1900 practically every book was
written on the Journal Method. This approach begins by
setting forth certain rules that must be learned and supplied.
The procedure in journalizing is stressed from the very
beginning, the business transaction is explained; journaliz-
ing follows with drill exercises; the subject of posting and
the treatment of the ledger accounts is introduced; and,
finally the trial balance, j'rom the trial balance on, the
methods are all the same, following the same sec^uence. The
standard procedure after the trial balance is:
1. the adjustment entj^ries
2. adjustments posted to the work sheet
3. the adjusted trial balance
4. balance sheet
5. the profit and loss statement
6. closing journal entries
7. ledger work
8. reversing entries
9. the post closing trial balance
The advemtages for the Journal Method
1. Very simple to present
##
2. Each transaction recorded as a unit
3. Each unit is easily understood
4* Inductive = it goes from the known to the
unknown
5, Logical = learn as it is practical in an
office
6, Emphasis on journalizing
?• Deals with causes not results
8. Emphasizes debit and credit
Disadvantages of the Journal Method
1« Necessitates many rules
2» Ultimate goal not in sight
3» Development chronological instead of logical
4. Effect of entries on proprietorship not
disclosed
5. Requires continued repetition
6. Fails to develop the basis for equalty of
debits and credits in journalizing
7. Fails to develop initiative to reason inthe
student
8» Kept on the Journal so long that the Ledger
seems entirely different, (1)
The Journal Method is being used in many schools today,
but is being rapidly put aside for one of the following
methods. The most egregious reason for setting aside the
Journal Method is because of the change in business conditions.
(1) By Raymond V. Craait m i?"eDruary 1931 Issue oT
The Balance Sheet pp. 178-183

Bookkeeping methods must be changed to meet the new business
situations. Business procedure and practices as wellas
business organization are constantly changing, therefore,
methods of teaching bookkeeping of ten or fifteen years ago
are not applicable today.
The next approach which came into use was the Account
Method. This Account Method is simply an evolution of the
Journal Method. The emphasis is placed on the account itself.
There are special rules for debit and credit.
The chief objection to tliis method is that it keeps
the trial balance away from the pupil too long.
"Fundamentally there is comparatively little difference
between the journal method of approach and the ledger or
account approach, provided they are skillfully handled by a
capable teacher. With the changing aims of bookkeeping teach-
ing and with the present day attempt to treat bookkeeping as
a science rather than as an art, there is a question in the
minds of many whether either of these methods is adequate,
and if not, whether it is advisable to adopt a different
method a method with a broader view point.
Many have reached the conclusion that these approaches are inade •
quate, and, instead of using them, are using some form of the
newer method, the balance sheet approach." (1)
The Advantages for the Account Method
1. Simple to present units
2. Each transaction is recorded as a unit
(i; Lomax ana Agnew, "Problems of Teadhing Bookkeeping*^ p. 167 =
r
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3, Reasons given for each step
4, Desirable for individual work
5» More natural than the Journal Method
The Disadvantages of the Account Method
1» Necessitates a number of rules
2* Ultimate goal not in sight
3, Effect of entries on proprietorship only
partly disclosed
4, Introduces too many terms at the beginning
makes the work seem complicated
5, Loses the double entry aspect (1)
The Journal Method and the Account or Ledger Method,
as it is sometimes called, have served their purpose well.
Many excellent texts have been based upon them and many
thousands of competent bookkeepers have been turned out*
Just as many people thought the Account Method was an
improvement over the Journal Method; so many people believe
that the modern Balance iheet Method or Business Equation
Method is an improvement over the Account Method. Many of
the followers of this method feel that it is best adapted to
modern business conditions.
This method not only focusses the pupils *s attention
at the beginning of the course on the balance sheet, but also
gives a better insight into the fundajnental princiiies of
double entry.
Progress at first in this method will be slow, for




each step should be illustrated by concrete examples. It is
not the purpose of this method to teach the balance sheet
construction at the beginning but rather to use it as a teach-
ing device.
The Advantages for the Balance Sheet Method
1. Teaches bookkeeping from an executive's
viewpoint
2. Logical method
3» Stresses to some extent ability to analyze
each transaction
4. Goal is always in view
5. Adapts itself to classroom presentation
6. Develops ability to reason
7. Teaches the "why" and "how" instead of the
"what"
8. Easily motivated
The Disadvantages of the Balance Sheet Method
1. Very complicated at first
2. Introduces too many terms at the beginning
3. Not adapted to individual work
4. Deductive
5. Slow in development
6. Many steps in presentation (1)
(1) Raymond V. Cradit, 1931 Issue of the Balance Sheet p. 179
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Content of a Bookkeeping Course
The fundamentals of bookkeeping should be constant but
the rest of the course should vary according to sections of
the country, pupils, and idiosyncracies due to the environ-
ment. If a teacher happened to be teaching bookkeeping in
Hartford, Conn, emphasis should be placed on insurance
Atlantic City " " " " " hotels
Lowell, Mass. " " " " " manufacturing
Usually the school hands a teacher a syllabus of the
amount of work she is to cover during the school period.
Whether a teacher has a syllabus or not she should keep
in mind not to cover too much ground but what she does cover
should be done thoroughly.
A brief syllabus of topics taken up in the first year
of a two year bookkeeping course.
1. The common forms of business and procedure
connected with them, and the effect on the business
records
.
2. Business terms and practices, and their
effect on the bookkeeping records.
3. The various forms of business enterprises,
the types of services rendered by them and the effect
on the records of the business.
4. Types of business organizations, with a littl'
elementary consideration of the corporate form.
5. Principles of bookkeeping, developed through
0C
II
the general Journal, the sales Journal, the purchase
Journal, the cash receipts, and cash payments Journals.
The use of the usual accounts of a trading business,
that is, assets, liabilities, capital, income, and
expense. The trial balance, profit and loss statement
and the calculation of the stock turnover. The bal-
ance sheet should show the classification of assets
and liabilities under "current" and "fixed". The
profit and loss statement should include items of
"other income" and "other charges". The ledger should
be closed through Journal entries and a proof trial
balance sheet (trial balance) prepared.
6. Problems in the interpretation of assets
and statements.
The syllabus for the second year course: -
The advanced course in high school has in the past con-
sisted of long sets to illustrate specific lines of business.
The objection to this plan is that it wastes the pupils' time.
His effort Ie scattered, as it requires Just as much attention
to record transactions with which he is already familiar as it
does the new matter presented. It is impossible to devote as
much time to the advanced principles as is desirable on
account of recording a mass of routine material. Better
results can be attained by using problems and exercises to
Illustrate than using one or two short practice sets to review
the material covered. (1)
(1) "The Bookkeeping Problem in High Schools", Atlee L. Percy
r
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In the past long sets in bookkeeping were used by
almost all teachers. Today the tendency is to turn away
from them. Sets do have their advantages.
The Ideal way is to give principles the first part
of the semester and then give short sets which will apply
these principles. In the second semester the same idea
should be followed - principles then application of those
principles by the use of short sets.
The advantages for short sets ;
1. Errors can be more easily discovered
2. The slow student does not become so
discouraged. •
3« The class is kept together better. (More
easily adjusted to the school and curriculum)
4. They give a sketchy insight into business.
5. Because they are short, they are easier.
The advantages for long sets ;
1. There is more practical training, for the
natural growth of a business is from a small
beginning to a large. (In answer to this the|
people in favor of short sets say - have the
long sets but break them up in small units
and have all make a beginning together on
each unit.
)
2. The long set can teach many customs and
practices of business which the short ones
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cannot. (The short sets reply - if one can't
apply the principles to business, they haven'
learned their bookkeeping well.)
3. It requires "sustained effort".
4. It permits a larger range of transactions. ( 1)
Some schools today have gone to the extreme of omitting
sets entirely from their bookkeeping course.
Arguments in favor of sets ;
1. They present the bookkeeping problem to the
student in a different angle.
2. It stimulates interest through a change.
3. It scores. the test of ability to apply theoryj).
4. It is the nearest approach to business that
schools can give.
5. It provides methods of systematic procedure. (|^)
What one should find in an advanced bookkeeping course
in the high school.
1. Controlling Accounts




6. Special Sales Methods
(In this age of chain stores and instalment
buying the course would not be complete with-
out an elementary treatment of consignments,
(1) Lectures by Atlee Percy, 1933
( 2) " " " II Ti
•
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branch offices and stores, C. 0. D. and
instalment sales. Consignment, however,
should not be overemphasized.)
7. Analysis of Financial Statements
(An elementary treatment of this subject is
advisable, but too much should not be under-
taken.) The following items should be
included:
(a) Percentage statistics
(b) Turnover of merchandise
(c) Working capital - Current assets com-
pared with current liabilities
(d) Ratio of liabilities to net worth -
to determine the proportion of capital
provided by outsiders
(e) Ratio of fixed assets to net worth - to
determine the proportion of capital
tied up in fixed properties
(f) Book value of capital stock
(g) Accounts Receivable to sales ratio -
to find the proportion of sales not
collected
(h) Accounts Payable to purchases - to
% find the proportion of purchases not
paid for
(i) Distribution of sales over items in
fr
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profit and loss statement
(J) Comparative financial statements
8. Single Entry
"Single entry has probably been over-
emphasized in the past in the second year
course, but it should not be thrown out of
the course altogether. The pupils should
know about it, and they will easily under-
stand its outstanding features after having
a knowledge of double entry. Financial
statements from single entry and changing
from single entry to double entry are the
chief reasons for including it in the course."
(1)
Correlation of Bookkeepins
In the past each subject in the curriculum has been
isolated from the others. Thus, there has been no bridge
from one subject to another. It has previously been thought
that the pupil could make the adjustment himself without the
aid of the teacher. This idea of pupil adjustment is fast
being left behind. Now, one of the aims of a teacher, in
whatever she is teaching, is to correlate her subject with
other subjects in the curriculum. She is to make the points
so egregious that they will form bridges in such a fashion
that the pupil will be able to carry knowledge ability from
one subject to another. This modern idea is endeavoring to




make the curriculum a net work of subjects with Interrelations
rather than isolated subjects without relations.
Since this thesis is only on bookkeeping, I will take
simply the correlation of bookkeeping with other subjects in
the curriculum.
Arithmetic is the basis of bookkeeping, thus there is a
very great correlation. It is very important to stress per
cent, interest, estimating inventory and figuring out the
payroll in bookkeeping and the foundation of this should be
laid in a previous course in arithmetic. "It quite obviously
appears that the subject of bookkeeping, when taught by an
instructor with the broader aims of commercial education in
mind, will be Just as fruitful of the culture elements as
mathematics. (1)
Algebra has only a slight correlation. In algebra one
is taught the power of observation and the use of symbols.
If the pupil has been accustomed to using symbols, he will
have no trouble whatsoever when he comes to the Profit and
Loss Statement and equations, such asA=L+G A-G=L.
English has a very close correlation. In the Journal
the teacher should positively stress the necessity for brief,
concise, but explanatory explanations. It is a great art to
be able to say exactly and fully what you mean in the short-
est number of words. Every word in the explanation should be
Important, for it is elucidating the transaction.
The teacher should also stress here the importance of
(1) Culture and Commercial Education by Harry J. Jellinek
The Balance Sheet - May 1930 pp. 112-114
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good business letter writing. The art of writing In a
succlnt manner so that one can be understood readily and not
misconstrued.
In abstracts, reports, advertisements, and pronuncia-
tion, the English factor should be made prominent amd not
skipped over because It happens to be a bookkeeping class.
In most schools the pupil's bookkeeping mark Is not affected
either way by his English, but the mistakes are brought
before the pupil's attention. If the pupil's English con-
tinues to be below the average, then the teacher of bookkeep-
ing should communicate with the English teacher suid have her
give the pupil Individual attention. In this manner the
English teacher and the bookkeeping teacher are brought
together where In the past they have been segregated.
There Is a very close correlation between bookkeeping
and business training. In some schools the business training
course is called a pre- bookkeeping course. If business train-
ing is properly and thoroughly taught it is a wonderful
foundation on which to place the bookkeeping course. In
business training there are such things as checks, drafts,
notes, discounting notes, interest, per cent, banking, and
many other business terms which are taken up. If these are
not taught in this course or are not done thoroughly then the
bookkeeping teacher has to stop her procedure and teach what
should have been done previously.
Bookkeeping is also correlated with Economics and
r
Civics. In these subjects knowledge of business customs,
mannerisms, procedures, and terms are laid before the pupil.
Here Is where the pupil receives his knowledge and understand-
ing of the business world as a whole. In this manner the
pupil receives a synoptic view rather than a narrow view point
Bookkeeping correlates with typewriting, as strange as
It may seem. The teacher should constantly stress neatness
and accuracy which are egregious factors in bookkeeping.
This idea of neatness and accuracy would end here for most
pupils unless it was picked up and stressed by other teachers.
In typewriting it is very essential to have neat looking
letters, and, of course, accurate wording. This idea of neat-
ness also can be transferred into English where the teacher
also can refuse to accept themes which are not neatly done.
This idea of tying subjects together not only is an aid
to the pupils, but leads toward cooperation among the teachers
and with the principal.
In the past the bookkeeping teacher was usually of
lower educational caliber than the other members of the
faculty. The teacher of bookkeeping today has to go through
practically the same training as teachers of other subjects.
Thus, she possesses a broader knowledge and has more ability
to correlate bookkeeping with other subjects in the curriculum
One great disadvantage with which commercial teachers
in the past have had to deal was the great distance between
commercial departments in high schools and collegiate schools.

Today this distance is becoming less and less.
R. G. Walters presents four ways that closer relation-
ship may be obtained.
1. "The high school must demand that commercial
teachers be graduates of collegiate schools
of commerce.
2. The high schools must cease to limit its
curriculum to the strictly clerical subjects,
and must place more emphasis upon the broader
phases of business.
3. The college must be more liberal in granting
entrance credits for high school commercial
subjects
.
4. The college must so adjust its course that it
will more readily fit with the secondary
commercial course, and will not necessitate
students repeating work already performed in
high school. "(1)
Summary
The elementary course in bookkeeping should include the
fundamentals and the preparation of simple financial statements
The various items should be taken up in a logical order as far
as special Journals and special columns in the mechanical
development of the books.
The advanced course should use short sets or exercises
(1)R. G. Walters "High Schools' Commercial Education" p, 121
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to apply the new and advanced principles. Controlling account
should be emphasized as well as such topics as Partnerships,
Corporations, Manufacturing Accounts, and special sales methods




EVOLUTION OF THE TEACHING FIELD IN BOOKKEEPING
The teacher of today who knows only the three R*s,
whether in elementary education or in commercial work, is no
longer considered well qualified as a teacher. All teachers




The day has passed when a man can teach a class lesson
beyond his knowledge of the subject, a custom not unknown
among the early teachers of bookkeeping.
No subject, perhaps, has suffered so much and so per-
sistently from bad teaching as bookkeeping, and the reason is
to be found in the ease of acquiring — that little knowledge
of it which is so dangerous a thing.
There are still to be found men teaching bookkeeping
whose knowledge of "the ingenious art" is little, if any,
greater than that set out by George Fisher in 1779, and many
business men hold that his statement is still true of school
masters. - "The art of bookkeeping or merchants' accounts is
talked of by many but understood by few."
The teacher of bookkeeping should be broadminded. Few
subjects can give better training in accuracy, in attention
to details, and in discrimination than can bookkeeping when
well taught. It interests and fascinates and a hard-working
(1) Earl Clevenger, "Certification Standards of Commercial
Teachers", The Balance Sheet, September 1932 pp. 11-16
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pupil seldom feels greater satisfaction than when he finds his
Balance Sheet comes out right after a long, complicated
exercise has been completed. ( 1)
R. G. Walters says - "At present, California, Minnesota,
and Utah have the highest standards for certification of com-
mercial teachers, their requirements being practically
equivalent to a four-year college course. Three states require
four years of high school training and two years of college
training; ten states require a high school education and a
state examination; four states require a high school education,
but no- state examination; nine states require a special train-
ing, supposedly in a business college, but no high school
work; one state, Florida, requires three years of high school
and a state examination; and thirteen states, mostly in the
South, have no state regulation for certification of commercial
teachers, the matter being left entirely to local authorities. "( 2)
Ten years ago only sixteen states had requirements as
high as the present lowest standards of any state. This shows
a decided advancement during the last ten years.
The State of Rhode Island has the highest requirement of
any state In the Union. August first, 1932, a minimum of four
hundred fifty clock-hours of practice teaching was required in
Rhode Islguid of all teachers. This requirement Is equivalent
to teaching five hours a day for ninety days. The length of
the course in other states is as follows: two states require
a six- hour course; two states, a five-hour course, three states
1) "The New Teaching", Adams p. 206
2) R. G. Walters, "High School Commercial Education" p. 322
•
requires a six-hour course; two states, a five-hour course;
three states, a four-hour course; six states, a three- hour
course; and five states, a two-hour course.
A student who plans to teach bookkeeping in New Jersey
must follow the state requirements, which are, a three- hour
course in methods of teaching and observation in bookkeeping.
The State of New York recommends, but does not require,
methods of teaching courses in bookkeeping.
The State of California gives three separate commercial
certificates, each entitling the applicant to teach the type
of subjects indicated by the certificate (accounting subjects;
secretarial studies; and merchandising and marketing studies)
with the provision that the applicant must have a minimum of
ten hours of credit in the group of subjects for which the
certificate is granted. In addition to these requirements the
applicant must have a total of sixteen hours of credit in sub-
jects basic - commerce (including principles of economics;
business law, commercial sind industrial history; and economic
geography.
)
The State of New Jersey requires a minimum of technical
training in each subject which the applicant expects to teach.
In bookkeeping eight hours of methods and observation are
required.
The State of Colorado requires a minimum of approxim-
ately sixteen hours of prescribed technical subjects for a
certificate in bookkeeping.
i
Yoder says: "Since a teacher should instruct in the
fundamentals of business essentials, he must complete a major
of not less than twenty-four to thirty-six hours in business
subjects, including particularly bookkeeping, shorthand, and
typewriting. "(1)
There are now only two states that require business
experience as one of the bases for certification to teach
commercial work. New Jersey provides that the applicant must
have "ten weeks of approved full-time experience". California
states that the applicsint must have "one-half of his exper-
ience in the field named on the credential" .( 2) Kahn and
Klein (speaking of the qualifications of commercial teachers)
say: "Every teacher should have had some practise work in
business, and this experience should be supplemented, even
when he is already engaged in teaching, by observation work
in business. "(3)
Present trends of teachers
An upward curve in standards of commercial teachers is
inevitable. The teacher of today must not only acquire
sufficient knowledge to secure a certificate and a position,
but she must also continually increase in knowledge to progress
or even maintain a desirable certificate and position.




(1) C. M. Yoder, "Methods In Commercial Teaching"
Edited by J. W. Miller (South-Western Publishing Co.)
(2) E. Clevenger, The Balance Sheet, February 1932 pp. 11-16





4. Progressive professional trainin6(l)
Business Experience and Higher Sducation
What is needed to improve the quality of teachers of
commercial subjects is to secure candidates from business
life and from higher schools of commerce. New York City
credits business experience as part of the required teaching
experience, which is a recognition of a sound principle.
The failure of the schools to see the possibilities of
securing teachers from higher schools of commerce is a loss
to the cause of commercial education. During the past decade
there has been a pronounced development of higher commercial
education in our universities and colleges. An inquiry sent
to twenty of the more important higher schools of commerce
shows that these institutions are doing little in the way of
training commercial teachers for secondary schools. The
reason is obvious. The higher schools of commerce are train-
ing for the more important functions of business, and the
secondary schools are occupied only in training for the minor
occupations of business. The secondary school creates no
demand for the product of the higher school, and there is
consequently no market. (2)
As instances of the above point quoted extracts are
given:
Professor Edward 0. Janes of the University of
Michigan writes as follows: "We have had an increasing
i
=
(1) E. Clevenger, "The Balance Sheet", September 1932 pp. 11-16''
(2) F. V. Thompson, "Commercial Education in Public Secondary '
Schools" pp. 13-16 li
--
number of calls in the last two or three years for men
to take, teaching positions in university extension worij;
and in high schools in large cities. The difficulty
with high school positions is that so much emphasis is
placed upon stenography suid typewriting. We do not
teach those subjects and we do not encourage college
men to fit themselves to teach such subjects."
L. F. Schaub of the G-raduate School of Business
Administration, Harvard University, says: " As a by-
product of our School, it is of course natural that
occasionally we shall turn out a young man who wishes
to take up teaching. As a matter of fact, in our five
years' experience but two of our students have accepted
positions as teachers, and in both cases the men were
considerably older than the average of our students and
had been teaching before coming to this school."
The schools should offer a recompense sufficient to
attract business men to the schoolroom.
The number of teachers of bookkeeping in the United States
In the school year 1926 there were 3,065,009 pupils
enrolled in 17,710 public high schools. (1) "On the basis of
19 pupils to a teacher, 28,9^7 teachers can be accounted for.
Assuming that each teacher has two classes of bookkeeping, on
this basis, by taking one-half of 28,9^7, we have 14,474
teachers of bookkeeping in the American secondary schools. "(2)
(1) U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin 1927, No. 33 p. 11
(2) Lomax and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping" p. 9
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The number of women teachers In the United States
Out of the 14,474 bookkeeping teachers, 5,182 are men
and 9,292 are women. These figures show that there are
approximately four per cent more \vomen teachers of bookkeeping
than men teachers. (1)
Teachers' ob.lectives
Varying
Bookkeeping is taught in high schools, private business
schools, evening schools, junior colleges, collegiate schools
of commerce and other institutions. The objectives of each of
these schools are likely to be somewhat different from the
objectives of the others. Bookkeeping teachers in high schools
have, or should have, certain definite objectives in mind when
they give their courses; bookkeeping teachers in night schools
will have certain definite objectives. Many teachers would be
versatile enough to teach effectively in any of these situa-
tions. The fact remains that the training which will fit one
individual for teaching bookkeeping in one type of institution
will not necessarily best fit him for teaching in other types.
"The collegiate man will teach from a preparatory point
of view, because most of his students are planning to go
farther in the field of bookkeeping or accounting; the night
school teacher will teach from a very practical point of view,
because most of his students (probably) are actually employed
in bookkeeping positions or at least are definitely aiming in
that direction; while the high school teacher, though teaching





from a vocational point of view, will also have In mind a
realization of some or all of the other major educational
objectives. "(1)
Constant
There are a number of elements which should be common
to the education and experience of all bookkeeping teachers,
although there are certain requirements which vary according
to situation and environment.
All will agree that a teacher should know something
about bookkeeping, not like the teachers of the past, who
tried to teach what they did not know.
Another common element of a bookkeeping teacher should
be - business experience. All our bookkeeping teachers in
the United States have not had business experience. In
Germany business experience is a rigid requirement. They even
go so far as to demand that some part of each year must be
spent in the business world by the commercial teacher. (2)
Thus, the common elements in all bookkeeping teachers
should be: -
1. Knowledge about bookkeeping
2. Business experience
Bookkeeping in the past has been one of the worst taught
subjects in the commercial curriculum. Why? Because anybody
and everybody have been allowed to teach it. This is a serious
situation when one reads Dr. Lomax's statement - "Bookkeeping
remains one of the principal commercial subjects in the public
(1) Lomax and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping" p. 186
(2) U. S. Bureau of Education 1895-6 Vol. I pp. 21-23

and private secondary schools of the United States."
Educators are beginning to Improve this situation by-
first requiring all bookkeeping teachers to have a general
education. This general knowledge will help the teacher to
see the value of various subjects of study and to note their
relative value and place in the curriculum.
Second, It is not sufficient for present times that a
teacher has only a professional training, but should have
training in the broader fields of education, such as educa-
tional psychology, educational sociology, principles of
education, and philosophy of education. This knowledge should
give a teacher an understanding of how her subject fits into
the whole scheme of education. This also should help in
guidance of pupils.
Third, personality is vitally important In the bookkeep-
ing teacher. She must get the pupils to v/ork with her.
jj
Fourth, a teacher of bookkeeping should have a good
knowledge of bookkeeping, and of course, should know far more
about this v.ork than she ever expects to teach her students.
Background of other business subjects is advantageous, such
as business English, economic geography, business law, business
organization and management, and business mathematics.
Fifth, experience is vitally Important. "The quality of
the experience is far more important that the quantity ."( 1)
Thus an ideal bookkeeping teacher of today should have:
,
1. a general education
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(1) Lomax and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping" p. 191
r
2. a professional training i
3. good personality
4. technical training
5. experience in the business world
Since the bookkeeping field lacked intelligent teachers,
educators are working sedulously to bring it up to the stand-
ards of the other subjects in the curriculum.
Paul S. Lomax and Herbert A. Toune show below what
teacher training institutions are doing for the bookkeeping
teacher.
I. General requirements
English (oral and written expression) 4
English literature 4
Science (preferably biology or general science) 4
Social studies (in addition to economics in
commercial group) 4
Physical education 4 20
II. Educational requirements
A. General
Introduction to education 2
History of education for business teacher 2
Philosophy of education 2
Educational psychology 4
Educational sociology 2
Principles of secondary education 2
B. Special
Principles of business education 4
Part I. Foundations
Part II. Curriculum making
Character trait and duty analysis of
business occupations 2
Tests and measurements in business
education 2
Methods of teaching bookkeeping 4
Observation and practice teaching 4
























Restricted electives 4 20
IV.
Y.
General education minor sequence





The statement above is only the minimum essentials. All
high school teachers should have at least a bachelor's degree.
California even goes beyond this and requires that a teacher in
high school should have one year of graduate work. However, if
all bookkeeping teachers had the training outlined above, the
profession would be much better. (1)
Teachers of commercial education in Germany
There are approximately one thousand women teachers in
Hamburg out of three thousand public school teachers. None of
those one thousand teachers occupy administrative positions.
There is no special prejudice against women as such, for they
are often very good teachers. The opinion seemed to be that
teaching was a man's work and especially in the responsibility
positions men should have the preference.
(1) Lomax and Agnew, "Problems of Teaching Bookkeeping" pp. 191-3
ft
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In G-ermany teaching Is a profession, and men are trained
to devote their lives to it, Imowing that they will receive
living salaries and finally obtain a pension. (1) In Germany
the teaching field attracts young men to enter where in the
United States the teaching field is absolutely repulsive to
young men.
(1) Report of the School Committee (Providence, R. I.)




THS EVOLUTION OF BOOKKfiSPING i>/[ACHINES
Bookkeeping machines came about because of the development
of adding machines, thus, I will briefly give a history of
early mechanical figuring.
The Birth of Mechanical Figuring
Ages ago man's inventive genius turned to ways and means of
saving head work in the tedious process of figuring. The ancient
Arabs and Romans were just as eager to find ways of saving time
and labor as are our inventors today.
As trading and shopkeeping grew more and more complicated
some lazy genius invented a way to avoid keeping figures in his
head or having to scratch them on tablets of clay. He invented
a board, covered with dust, on which he could trace figures,
draw columns and work with pebbles. Perhaps he was a Greek,
as this dust board was called the abacus, from the G-reek word
"abak" (meaning dust). The blackboard of the modern schoolroom
possibly is derived from the old primitive dustboard.
The early Greek beinkers and the early Romans made an abacus
of stone provided with grooves in which small stones called
"calculi" moved up and down. From their "calculi" we derive
our word "calculate".
The Chinese developed and even today, use the wooden abacus
as you may see in almost any Chinese laundry. The proprietor
does his figuring on it and keeps his books with the familiar ink
brush.
(All material in this chapter was obtained from the Burrough's
Adding Machine Company and the Remington Rand Inc.)
f
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Even earlier than the abacus were the "sangi" or number
rods still used for ooniputins by the Koreans and Japanese.
These rods, though not used in the same way, are a reminder
of the tally system in vogue in Sngland from the time of William
the Conqueror to as late as Charles II. When a man owed money
he would record the amount by cutting notches in a stick called
a tally stock. He would give the stick to his creditors.
Sometimes dishonest creditors would cut extra notches before
they presented the tally stock for payment. So the system was
changed. After the notches were made the tally was split down
the middle. The notches on the creditor's half then had to
correspond to the notches on the debtor's half. Hence the
verb "to tally" and its use in such examples as: "His figures
don't tally" and "your idea tallies with mine."
Banks kept records of deposits by the tally system. Their
depositors held tally stocks corresponding to those in the bank.
From this came the modern word "stockholder'.'.
Up to 1543, the British Government also kept records of
transactions by the tally system. After the system ceased, the
basement of the House of Commons remained cluttered with vast
accumulations of these dry sticks for nearly two centuries.
Finally it was decided to burn them. The stove became overheated
and a fire ensued which burned down both the House of Commons
and the adjacent House of Lords.
Bookkeeping, too, presented a problem to the ancients.
In the days of Babylon, transactions were set down on tablets
(c
of moist clay and preserved in huge earthem Jars. At another
time entries were chiseled on rocks and the sides of mountains.
Tax receipts in early England consisted of notched sticks which
were split in two; one half going to the tax payer and the other
being held as the government's record. (1)
The fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries saw
many of the best minds of Europe grappling with the problem of
mechanical calculation.
BLAIRE PASCAL
Blaire Pascal, born in Olermont-Ferrand, France, in 1625,
was a mathematical wizard. His mind early turned to devising
a machine which would do problems in addition. At 19 he invented
and built a computing machine that served as a starting point
for every later development in mechanical calculation. He had
worked out the principle of dials bearing figures which could
be revolved to give endless combinations of various numbers.
This calculating machine gave results by the simple turning of
a handle. He presented a model to the King and another to the
Royal Chancellor. However, in those days when each part had to
be forged and finished by hand his cumbersome and elaborate
machine was too expensive for common use.
Regardless of this, Pascal laid the foundation for adding
machines. When one looks at the automatic counter on a printing
press, the cyclometer on a bicycle, the speedometer on his
automobile or the fare register in a street car, it should re-
I
mind one of Pascal. All these calculators are adapted from the
(1) Credit Digest November 192?
I
r
principle of Pascal's machine.
SAivIUSL M0RLAI>1D
Morland made two different machines. One of them he calledi
"a new and most useful instrument for addition and subtraction
of pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings without charging the
memory, disturbing the mind or exposing the operator to any
uncertainty, which no method heretofore published can Justly
pretend to." The other machine he called "machina nova
cyclologica pro multiplicatione.
"
But despite Borland's claims of not "charging the memory"
j
neither of the machines had any mechanism to handle the "carry i
forward". If the operator added up a row of figures and the
total came to 75, then the 7 had to be remembered and added into
the tens column by the operator.
CHARL3S BABBAGS
A century elapsed before the next attempt to make an add-
ing machine. Then Charles Babbage, an Englishman, submitted to
members of the royal society a model of his "Engine of
Differences" which was to perform the most extended calculations'
in astronomy and navigation. It was a large machine-- nearly asj
large as a grand piano. But it was never completed anc is today
|
in the iiiuseum of King's College.
Following Babbage, dozens of inventors, cranks and enthusi-
asts tried their hands at a computing machine. Most noteworthy !
of these in historic interest was Thomas de Colmar, and rilsatisuii

who built a machine in I85O. His machine was operated by gear
wheels and pinions actuated by a crank. It was the inspiration
for many of the machines used by statisticians and craftsmen
today . I
Passing mention should be made of John Napier, a clever
Scot, who in the seventeenth century tried to simplify computa-
tion by the use of rods, square prisms marked with the multipli-
cations from 0 to 9»
In 1615 Napier, still trying to simplify computations, pub-
lished his epochal work on logarithms which absolutely revolu-
tionized computation processes.
WILLIAM SEWARD BURROUGHS
Up to this time nobody had given a thought to the poor
work- ridden bookkeeper, hunched over his ledgers. Burroughs,
who was bom in Rochester, New York, in I857, entered a bank in
Auburn, New York, at the age of 20. Analyzing his work he
|
found that about half his time was taken in trying to guard ,
il
against errors half of the remaining half was spent in hunting
for errors made.
|
Burroughs was not strong. Physicians said his only chance
to live was to change his occupation.
j
He used to work far into the night conceiving a machine that
would record amounts on paper, that would add these amounts
just as recorded, without the slightest possibility of error,
and would carry a progressive total Just as fast as the amounts
were listed, so that on pressing a key at any time a correct :
— = __ =J=
cc
total would be printed instantly. A short time later with an I
entire capital of ^700, borrowed from a dubious dry goods
merchant, he set to work: on his first model. After seven
years of sedulous work, he succeeded. He made the box of
"steel brains" do his bidding.
Burroughs 's machine--he called it a "registering accounting"
— was the world's first practical adding machine. It not only
i
added and totaled lists of figures, but it registered its works
on a printed record.
Though Burroughs 's first patents were not granted until
August 21, 1399, a company known as the American Arithmometer
Company had been formed in 1886 to produce and market the
machines. JLoney was raised to build fifty. Then came a new
discouragement. The machines were failures. In the hands of
Burroughs they operated perfectly, but in the hands of the
public they made mistakes.
Soon he produced a machine that was fool-proof. At the end
of 1891, the company again went into production--with one hundred
of the improved models. (1)
In 1395 Burroughs had sol^ 234 machines and most machines
were sold to banks. In 1900 the company produced and sold 1,500'
machines; in 1901, more than 2,000, in 1902 more than 5,000;
and in 1903 nearly 4,500.
From England, the adding machine crossed France, and thence
entered Belgium, Holland, and Germany. From England too, it
traveled into the Mediterranean countries and into India,
(1) Credit Digest—November 1927

Australia, New Zealand, and other British dominions. It crossed
the sea to China, to the counting rooms of English and American
exporters in Hongkong and Shanghai. It was quickly accepted
by our South American neighbors. (1) |
From the adding machine there emerged a bookkeeping machine,
which developed step by step. A wide carriage was substituted
for the adding machine roll; a folio section was added. Then
came the perfection of the subtracting mechanism and the electric
drive. And the adding machine had become an automatic bookkeep-
ing machine. With it, the operator makes a complete ledger entry,
Including date, reference or folio number, writing and automa-
tically adding debits, subtracting credits, and extending a new
balance with every posting.
||
At first, this new mechanical bookkeeper was applied to the
field of banking. It solved the problem of posting bank ledgers,
the biggest and most tiresome job in bank routine. It is not
too much to say that it revolutionized bank accounting. And
today, as a result of this foresight, 85^ of all bank ledgers
are posted on Burroughs machines. (2)
"Mechanical accounting", President Backus has often said,
"is one of the wonders of modern industry. It bears the same
relation to the office and to management that present day tools
and machines bear to factory production. Take either away and
you put business back where it was a half a century ago." (3)








The Type of Work done by Bookkeeping Machine Operators ( 1)
The type of work is essentially mechanical and mathematical.
Some bookkeeping machines are electrically operated and will per-
form the following operations automatically:
1. Print the month and day in the proper column.
2. Add charges, subtract credits, and extend new
balances
.
3. Print ciphers and punctuation.
4. Return the carriage to the first printing
position for the next entry.
The more complicated machines include a standard typewriter
|i
unit combined with the electric computing mechanism, thus mak-
ing all types of entries possible. Some machines perform direct
subtraction, direct multiplication, and, by depressing the tota^
key, print directly the automatic extensions and totals. One
machine also Includes a Full Gent Key (which discriminates be-
tween all under and all over a half cent) , which is important
if billing is to be combined with the making of the bookkeeping
record.
Aside from the typewriting work necessary on some machines,
the ooeration consists chiefly in setting up the machine for the
type of work required: pressing the necessary keys; and controll
Ing the carriage by the motor bar. Although mginufacturers of
bookkeeping machines and directors of machine schools stress the
fact that no previous knowledge of bookkeeping is necessary,
some knowledge of the fundamentals is essential before the worker
can become really efficient in this field of work.
Bookkeeping; jJachines in Use
Generally speaking there are three types ^-p >^/^/^vl^^ap^
(1) All material in this section was obtained from a course
given by Louis Fish at the College of Business Administration,
Boston University, 1933 k
*-
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(principally for savings bank work)
For the first and third types no expert knowledge of type-
writing is necessary, but the second type necessitates it.
Commercial Bookkeeping
For ordinary commercial business, the bookkeeping machine
operator may be called upon to do any of the tasks listed below.




the bookkeeoing mechanism with the standard typewriter unit:
1. Adding and Listing
2. Billing
3. Sales Journal Entries, including
distribution, if desired
4. Statements
5. Voucher Register Entries, including
distribution
6. Gash Receipts Entries













It is possible to combine two or more of these tasks in
one operation; for example, the following:
1. Billing and Sales Book Record
2. Ledger (Accounts Receivable), Statement and Gash
Received Journal (with distribution, if desired,
and proof of distribution and posting)
3. Ledger (Accounts Receivable), Statement, and Sales
Journal (with distribution, if desired, and proof
of distribution and positing)
4. Ledger (Accounts Payable), Remittance Advice, and
Voucher Register (with distribution and proof
of distribution and positing)
5. Ledger (Accounts Payable), Remittance Advice, and
Gash Payments Journal (with distribution, if
desired, and proof of distribution and posting) (1)
In some offices one person does all of the bookkeeping work;
in other offices the work is divided among several operators,
each handling entries for certain types of transactions or all
the entries affecting one group of accounts; and in still others,
several operators do exactly the same kind of work; for exsimple,
taking care of the accounts receivable, including the sales
j
journal entries and the billing.
Perhaps the duty that the bookkeeping machine operator is
called upon to perform most often is the posting of a customer*''s
statement and ledger sheet from debit and credit slips. She
places' the_ statement and ledger card in the bookkeeping machine
and enters the debit and credit items from the slips. Thus at
one writing she has not only completed her ledger postings, but
has also made out the customer's statement.
In general, the operation of the bookkeeping machine may
be divided into two functions, to record goods sold, ajid to
record goods bought. When goods are sold, the bookkeeping
machine writes the statement: posts the ledc;er; shows the
(1) Louis Fish, Statistician of the Boston Public Schools
(Lectures)
•>
total balance due from customers; proves the work; posts the
cash book; thus making it convenient to analyze delinquent
accounts, make collection reports, and analyze the distribution
of the sales. When goods are bought the bookkeeping machine
posts creditors' ledger, posts distribution of purchases,
records expense analysis, and later v/rites the remittance advice
and the payment of cash.
Bank Bookkeeping
In banks the duties of the workers will depend somewhat
upon the type of bank for which they are v/orking, whether
1. Banks that balance as a whole at the end of the day;
these are small banks that use only one cash drawer.
2. Banks that use the Blotter system, under which each
teller has a separate cash drawer and makes separate
returns to the bookkeeping, transit and clearing
departments
.
3. Banks that use the Interior Proving Department or
"Batch" System, in which the checks and deposit
tickets are turned over in small batches several
times during the day to the interior proving de-
partment where the v/ork is proved in small batches
and errors quickly found.
Whichever system is followed, the tasks to be performed
on the bookkeeping machines are much the same, but may be per-
formed by different persons or departments. Probably the tasks
for which the bank bookkeeping machine is used far moie than
for any others are the entering of checks and deposits on the
customers' ledger accounts and the making of the statements to
be given to the customers. The bookkeeping machine may also
be used to show:
0
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1. Distribution of deposits into cash, "on us" checks
(drawn on the bank receiving the deposit), clear-
ing house checks (drawn on other banks in the same
city), and transit checks (drawn on banks out of
the city)
.
2. Distribution of deposits to bookkeepers, distribution
of "on us" checks to bookkeepers, and distribution
of outgoing clearings. (1)
The work of the bookkeeping machine operator should be
classified as a primary occupation. Machine bookkeeping has
replaced hand bookkeeping to a great extent in banks, department
stores, and in many manufacturing concerns, and the trend seems
0 be in the direction of more and more machine bookkeeping,
especially since the Introduction of machines that combine the
standard typewriter with the bookkeeping mechanism.
(Qualifications
As in the case of all other calculating machines, speed
and accuracy are essential to the efficient operation of the
bookkeeping machine. Many concerns pay their operators on
a piecework basis or have some definite scheme for measuring
the output of the operators. This means working under a great
deal of nervous tension. Physical condition is, therefore,
an ImDortant factor. On some types of machines overweight and
short reach are decided disadvantages.
Vfiiile a few banks and some business concerns do not require
any previous training in bookkeeping on the part of their
operators, a thorough preliminary training In business arith-
metic and elementary bookkeeping seems to be a decided advan-
tage to those who wish to advance to the most desirable position
(1) Information from Boston Banks
4-
On some of the machines a knowledge of typewriting is also
required.
The operator should be a person who is in the habit of
being systematical and accurate, and who is capable of consid-
erable concentration. Good health, patience, mental alertness
and manual dexterity, the requisite preliminary training and
knowledge, and the habits Just mentioned seern to be the most
important qualifications. Loyalty, discretion, cheerfulness,
neatness, and a good general education will prove of value in
this as in any other field.
While some of the simpler operations, such as the making
of statements and ledger posting, might be done by younger
persons, 18 seems to be the minimum age for an operator who is
to be responsible for any of the more complicated tasks. In
the past employers have been loath to tr^ast real bookkeeping
tasks to pupils Just out of school. Many such tasks require
good judgment, concentration, and a degree of care very often
lacking until maturity is reached.
Sex
While girls and women seem to greatly outnumber men as
bookkeeping machine operators, many banks and large industrial
concerns are insisting upon male operators, and as the machines
replace hand work more and more it is likely that more men will
need this training. The heads of the various accounting and
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associated departraents, such as the finance department, the
selling department, the purchasing department, etc., and many
of their important assistants are men. While these men do not
necessarily operate the machines, they must possess a knowledge
'I
of what the machines can do and have some idea of how the machines
are used in their departments.
Members of university accounting classes are now being
advised to become acquainted with the various types of bookkeep-
ing machines. This recommendation comes, not alone from teachers,
but from practicing accountants. (1) II
Opportunities for Placement
A canvass was made of 5IO firms. These firms represented
a cross section of the business activities of Greater Boston.
They are the employers of the graduates of Boston University. (2)
This diversified list was as follows:
1. Real estate. 10. Stocks and bonds.
2. Manufacturing. 11. Automobiles
.
3. Public utilities. 12. Bfiinking.
4. Advertising. 13. Legal
.
5. Transportation. U. Lumber.
6. Insurance. 15. Shipping.
7. lAall order houses. 16. Printing.
8. Department stores. 17. Oil companies.
9. Wholesale merchandising
houses
The following tabulations show the number of firms canvassed
and the number of employees using bookkeeping machines full time,
and part time.
Number of firms cauivassed 510
Number reporting 422
Number of firms using bookkeeping machines 72
(1) l,Atlee Percy
(2) 'Heport made by members of Louis Fish's class at Boston
University College of Business Administration, 1932
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Number of bookkeeping machine operators employed
full time 430
Number of bookkeeping machine operators employed
part time 4
This survey was to ascertain If possible, approximately
the number of firms In the city using bookkeeping machines.
The firms employing the largest number of bookkeeping machines
were banks and department stores. As was expected, bookkeeping
machines are practically confined to the larger business estab-
lishments. From the number actually In use It was ascertained
that even with a very moderate turnover the field offers
occupational opportunities which had been underestimated by
schools
.
In order to ascertain if possible the yearly demand for
operators on bookkeepin,£ machines a canvass was made of 113
public and private placement bureaus.
Number of placement bureaus canvassed 113
Number reporting calls for operators 89
Number of calls 196
What seemed to be a more reliable source of information to
show a general trend in the demands for bookkeeping machine
operators was a thorough canvass of the "want ads" in newspapers
Such a c&Jivass was made of three Boston daily newspapers for a
period of one year Immediately preceding the study. (1) In add-
ition to the total number of cpIIs for bookkeeping machine
operators, it was ascertained that the peak in the number of
calls came in July and August. These advertisements, however,
may include a number of calls for temporary vacation replacements
for which experienced operators are required. (2)
(1) Report made by members of Louis Fish's class at Boston















It is interesting and instructive to note that although the
year surveyed was one when unemoloyment was country-wide, there
appeared 252 advertisements seeking the services of competent
bookkeeping machine operators.
A canvass was also made of the Boston Placement Bureau
connected with the Boston public schools, the placement bureau
at the Continuation School, and the municipal, federal and
state bureaus. These agencies had received calls for 128 oper-
ators, in addition to those already listed in the newspaper
canvass.
The Advantages of Bookkeeping Machines
Bookkeeping machine operation is interesting and offers
xinusual opportunities for those who are energetic and in good
health. Bookkeeping machine operation is responsible work and
the supply of skilled operators appears to be inadequate.
Bookkeeping machines are coming to be thought of as in-
dispensable in the accounting department of large firms and
their operation, therefore, is a primary occupation. As such
the hours of employment and the salary received compare favor-
ably with the longer established positions of stenographer
and bookkeeper. Advancement to heads of departments will come
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to thoae operators who attract attention through excellence
of operation and vision to interpret results.
Advantages of Bookkeeping Machine to the Employer ;
1. Accuracy.
Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
accomplished automatically, which means less cnance
for error in calculation.
2. Keeping work always up to date.
Makes it possible to mail statements on the last




Most machines will perform two operations and some
will perform as many as three operations at the
same time. These are:
Billing and posting at the same time, or ledger
and statement posted and direct proof furnished
automatically
.
4. Legibility and neatness of statements as well as
internal records.
Typewritten characters are always easier to read
than the best handwriting. Smudging or blotting
is eliminated.
5. Less bookkeeping knowledge needed by the operator.
It is claimed by operators that very little, if
any, knowledge of bookkeeping is needed in order
to operate a bookkeeping machine.
6. Records may be kept on cards or sheets, or both if
desired.
7. After the first cost of the machine and record holders,
the material is probably less expensive, because
new ledgers do not have to be purchased. (1)
Disadvantages of Bookkeeping Machine Operation
Bookkeeping machine operation demands that a great deal
of time be spent indoors which may not be good for one's health.
It is an occupation which sometimes makes a severe demand on
one's nervous system. There is often considerable eye-strain.
(1) Lectures by Louis Fish
i4
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Although the individuality of the worker frequently makes
her services indispensable, the opportunities for advancement
may be limited and depend upon the initiative and ambition and
accountancy training of the operator.
Many bookkeeping machine operators find the work tiresome
mentally because it is monotonous, and more or less fatiguing
physically because of stretching and reaching in putting sheets
in and pulling them out of the machine.
The bookkeeping machine operator does not get a good idea
of the bookkeeping system as a whole. The work is more or less
automatic, each operator doing only one part of it and knowing
little about the other processes.
To the employer the first cost of the machine and records
is very expensive, and repairing is liable to be expensive.
"As commercial educators and administrators you wish to
know if the demand for trained operators of bookkeeping machines
in Greater Boston is sufficient to make it profitable both for
the school and for the pupils to organize a course of instruction,
in the subject. The answer is in the affirmative. We believe
that bookkeeping machine instruction could be introduced
||
advantageously in the commercial department of one of our central
high schools; be intensified under expert instruction, and be
reasonably limited in numbers to meet the normal demand for
operators. This would create a new field for the placement of
our graduates. It would relieve the over-crowding of the sten-
ographic and bookkeeping fields." (1)






The seed of bookkeeping (single entry) started many many
years before the birth of Christ, Since there was no need for
its development, it was not encouraged by the people.
In the early part of the thirteenth century in Italy, there
was a great need for bookkeeping among the merchants. This need
was satisfied by Pacioli*s double-entry bookkeeping. 'iJith the
success of this work others followed and established what is
known as the Italian Method" of bookkeeping. Soon with the
complexity of trade bookkeeping spread to other countries.
In France her rigid laws hampred her progress in bookkeep-
ing. The first original Fi-ench work in bookkeeping was done by
Claude Irson in 1887.
Germany was very backward in bookkeeping. Henrich Schreibei
wrote the first German treatise on bookkeeping in 1518.
|
Ireland offered no works on bookkeeping before 1700. The
first writer was John Vernon,
In the Netherlands, Simson Stevin was the egregious figure
who influenced England through Richard Dafforne . Thus, book-
keeping spread from one country to another. Finally, indirectly
and directly both the Netherlands and England influenced book-
keeping in America.
Bookkeeping developed in the United States through:
1. Private teaching practitioners.
2. Public common schools, writing schools





3. Private academies (from about 1750).
Public High Schools (from about 1621),
5. Commercial academies and business col-
leges (from about 1818),
6. Universities (from 1881). (1)
The trend of bookkeeping in the secondary schools in the
United States shows a decrease in enrollment for the last decade.
It also shows that more girls are being enrolled than boys.
The classroom procedure in bookkeeping is to use the lec-
ture xTiethod, group method, individual method, ana contract
method. It is best to have the group method predominate.
The trend of bookkeeping approaches show that the balance
sheet approach meets the aims of modern bookkeeping instruction.
This method emphasizes from the beginning the purpose of book-
keeping, shows it as a tool of management, and gives the pupil a
better grasp of bookkeeping fundamentals for business as a whole
more than other methods.
Not only in bookkeeping but also in other subjects testing
is becoming more and more objective. As yet there are no
standardized bookkeeping examinations. The reason for this is
because there are no widely accepted universal set of objectives
and aims in terms of which standardized tests can be constructed.
school has been on a low level; therefore, both pupils ana teachers
in t. at department were considered on a lower mental level than
pupils and teachers in other departments. In the past bookkeep-
(l) The annual Report of the Superintendent of Boston Public
Schools, (October 16, 1928) p. 43








ing suffered severely from poor teaching. Today the same qual-
ifications are expected of a bookkeeping teacher as teachers in
other departments. The commercial department today is being
raised to the same level as other departments.
Bookkeeping machines are i ast becoming recognized as an
essential thing in large business concerns. V/ithin the last
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